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MOTHERS' MARCH HITS NEW HIGH

Home Nursing Course Completed By Eight

The C-Gzs Carriers
BPW studies c-D
“Operation Neighbor” Given
By Members Wednesday Camden Led In Contributions With Rock
In Program Featur
ing JD-D
land Showing Most Increase
i

The Civil Defense co-chairmen.
Mrs Dora Leo and Miss Elizabeth
“The Mothers did It again” The greatest increase; bettering lti 1952
Thurston and their committee ladies who marched on polio donation by $550.00. The highest
members, Miss Sylvia Adams, Mrs. Thursday evening in seven com total was that of Camden which
Exxy Perry, Miss Marion Carr and munities in the county collected contributed $156651 to show a gain
Mrs. Clara Nason, presented the approximately $1,000 more than of $200 over last year.
la9t year, according to George Par
Contributions by communities
program at the BPW meeting Wed sons and Mrs. Inez Harden who
shows Camden to have donated
nesday night.
headed the concerted effort to raise j $1566.21 to the ladles who called
Ralph Clark. Knox County co funds for polio.
at hundreds of homes. Rockland
ordinator gave a talk on the
Receipts for the county totaled followed with a total of $1506.00.
Ground Observations Corps and the $3,583.66 when all reports were in
Thomaston,
$409.63;
Rockport,
Air Raid Warning System In Rock
at mid-morning Friday. The 1952 $335.15; Warren, $165.75; Owl’s
land and Knox County. He stated
collections amounted to $2538.18.
Head, $13657; and South Thom
’VA.
that the new post located In the
The City of Rockland showed the aston, $7057.
Yacht Club building at the Public
Dana Merrill
Landing is almost completed and
ri
They say that to err ls human
it Is hoped that lt will be possible
and if that is so we sure are plenty
to maintain operation on a 24 hour
human.
basis.
Thursday The Courier-Gazette
At the present time there are not
enough volunteers to do so but he Protestant Youth Of Six Churches Will began a series of sketches of the
newspaper's carriers, with picture.
is hoping that more people will
The only trouble is that we used
come forward and offer their ser- ,
Meet Tomorrow In This City
the wrong cut. So today we present
vices. Volunteers will work on two '■
with pride the carrier for Route
hour shifts.
,1
One, pana Merrill.
Nineteen
communities
ln
the
Protestant youth from six Rock
Ushers: Philip Young, Richard
Photo by Barde
Dana was greatly surprised when
Even a sick person could not refuse a meal presented iu such an appetizing manner. Serving the patient, Miss Mary Wasgatt. members Knox County area are set-up under land and Thomaston churches will MacFarland, Albert Hallowell
he saw someone vises picture grace
of the Home Nursing class demonstrate how it should be done. Left to right: Mrs. Esther Long, KN, instructor; Mrs. Linnibel Sproul, Appleton; Civil Defense. An interesting fact
Denominations: Manning, Con- our front page, over hls name.
Miss Madeline Philbrick, Mrs. Pauline Saunders, Mrs. Mildred Richardson, Mrs. Charlotte Illi-t, Mrs. Ituth Pease, Hope; Mrs. Reita Holden and one worthy of commendation present a service of worship on
and the "patient" Miss Wasgatt.
is that of the small island of North Sunday afternoon, (tomorrow), at , gregationai; Favreau, Methodist; However, he proved again that he
Thursday evening brought on ardson, Mrs. Pauline Saunders,
Realizing that there ls a short Time does not permit the teaching Haven, which is able to maintain 350 at the Littlefield Baptist j Talbot, Universalist; Carl Gray, is a good sport. His only comment,
the end of a home nursing course Miss Mary Wasgatt, Miss Madeline age of medical and professional of more than one method and the a Civil Defense post on a 24 hour Church, Rockland, with the service Littlefield Baptist; the Wixson "You couldn’t have picked a nicer
which had been In session at the Philbrick and Mrs. Charlotte Flint, nursing personnel, the Red Cross program demonstrates the most ' basis.
conducted entirely by youth, and brothers, Littlefield; Pickard and guy.”
Bok Home for Nurses, Rockland, all of Rockland.
has designed the course of study efficient and most economical way j Due to the storm, Major John with the offering being donated to ushers, Thomaston Baptist; Pease.
With the exception of one. aU at Just completed with a view of of doing things in the sick room. Craig, commanding officer of the the current polio drive The na Congregational; Clark, Thomaston
for the past six weeks.
Camera Club
Mrs. Esther Long, nurse for the tending the course had previously training individuals in the care of
Mrs. Long expressed herself as Bangor Filter Center was not able tional theme for Interdenomina Baptist; Henderson, Littlefield;
State Department of Health and qualified as nurse's aides during the sick or helpless at home.
much pleased with the progress to be present.
tional Day is “Strive to Know- Demmons. Salvation Army.
Welfare, was the Instructor. Her World War II and were taking the
Using the six, two-hour periods made by her students and hopes to
A skit on Civil Defense “Opera Dare to Believe,” and the theme
•Littlefield Baptist Church,. . 5.30 Tuesday Meeting Changed
To Farnsworth Museum
student body consisted of Mrs. new course as a refresher, quali available, represents an endeavor continue training of others in the tion Neighbor” was presented by chosen by the young people is “Af o'clock . . . Peib 1, 1953 ... for and
Ruth Pease. Hope; Mrs. Linnibel fying them for duty as Instructors to teach at 'east or.e acceptable near future.
Miss Madeline Philbrick. acting as fecting Our Faith,” with Patricia by youth ... for all youth, their
Knox County Camera Club will
Sproul, Appleton; as well as Mrs. or teachers ln the Civil Defense method for each step believed to
Certificates of proficiency will be a radio program director and Miss Peace presenting “Our Homes," families, and friends.
hold the next regular meeting
be necessary in home nursing. awarded.
Reita Holden, Mrs. Mildred Rich set-up of the county.
M. Lucille Nason as a newspaper Rre Clarke, “Our Churches,” and
Tuesday at 750 p. m.
reporter, assisted by Mrs. Dora Janet Henderron, “Our Schools.”
Although originally slated to be
For
Iron
Lung
Leo, Miss Margaret Crockett, as This ls the fifth annual Interde
held at the studio of Carroll Thay
narrator, Miss Elizabeth Thurston nominational youth service.
Melvin Jones
Bath Club Won
er Berry ln Rockport the latter waa
as a teacher, Miss Barbara Morse,
Others participating In the serv Rebekahs Will Hold Public forced to withdraw his invitation
Card
Party
Feb.
10
—
as
a
housewife,
and
Mrs.
Esther
ice
will
be:
Call
to
worship
and
Took a Well Contested
Lions’ Founder Honcred By
because of sickness and the meet
Long as a teacher of nurses' aides Invocation by Flo-Mae Manning;
Excellent Prizes
Shoulder To Shoulder
Thomaston Club; Fluorine Officials, Students Of Four Towns Will
ing will be had in the Farnsworth
with Miss Alberta Kimball as prop Responsive Reading on "Fellow
Shoot
Treatments Due
A public card party with a most Museum instead.
erty manager.
ship" by James Favreau: Scripture
The program will consist of de
worthy
objective will be held the
Discuss
Area
High
School
Wednesday
At the business meeting preced- , Lesson by Marlon Talbot; solo,
The Bath Rifle and Pistol AssoThe Thomaston Lions Club ob
monstration
of trick lighting, in
night of Feb. 10, Tuesday, at IOOF
___________________
elation won the shoulder to shoul- ing the program, President Cross “The Stranger of Galilee" by Carl
served Melvln Jones, or founders
direct lighting of transparent sub
Hall,
School
street.
Miriam
Rebek

asked members to bring in chil Gray; Praver by Raymond Wix
jects, etc., and members are re
night at their meeting Wednesday
"The Advantages and Dlsadvan- the report of the hot lunch com- der match against the Eastern Di- dren's clothing for a package to be
son: Presentation of the Need (for ah Lodge will sponsor the affair quested to bring camera and tripod.
at the Knox Hotel with Interna tages of a Consolidated High mittee of PTA, who are working vision Rifle Club of Rockland, sent to the German Youth Center.
with
Mrs.
June
Ellis
as
chairman,
the offering for polio) by Marian
tional Councilor Edward True of School” will be the topic of a pan with the superintendent of schools, Thursday night at Bath,
A Darty committee was appointed Pickard; Benediction by Leona j Play will start at 750 and there
Kindness will open a door when
Pive highi scores were:
as follows, Mrs. Irene Adolphsen. Demmons; presiding, Russell Wix will be excellent prizes incl ld.rg all other keys fall.
Bath as the speaker. Lion True el discussion at the Union PTA under whom such a program would
be
organized.
I
table
prizes,
a
door
prize
and
a
Mrs. Virginia Knight, Miss M. Lu- : son, President of Host Youth Fel
gave a very Interesting history of meeting Wednesday Feb. 4 at 7.30
Pr. O.h.
Bath
An appeal for funds for PTA to
cille Nason, Miss Winifred Rams lowship; ar.d ushers; Philip Young, j special prize. There will be reLionism tracing it from its begin p. m.
A. Petit
100 90
continue
the
dental
health
pro

| YOUR FAVORITE POEM
dell,
Miss Barbara Morse, Miss Richard Saari, Richard MacFar- i freshments. Admission 50c.
ning up to the present date.
P. Staley
100 89
A town official, school official
Those
desiring
reservations
If I had my life to live again, I
Margaret Crockett, Mrs. Dorothy lar.d and Albert Hallowell.
The next meeting of the Club and students from Warren, Ap gram has been sent out to the com H. McIntyre
99 89
would have made a rule to read
Folta, Miss Madeline Philbrick and
Everyone is cordially Invited to should call Mrs. Ellis, Tel 991-R or some
will be F“b. 11 when a Father and pleton, Washington and Union have munity. The report sent by the K. Smith
100 88
poetry and listen to some
State Department of Health after
Mrs. Ruth Cross.
Daughter banquet will be held
share in this service, planned and her assistants. Mrs. Margaret But music at least once a week. The
99 87
been asked to participate in the last years examinations and sod C. Kidder
ler,
934-M
or
Mrs.
Nina
McKin

Mrs. Cross announced that a conducted by the youth, and
loss of these tastes is a loss of
The Club is again sponsoring the panel discussion. A member of the
ney, Tel. 1103-W.
I happiness —Charles Darwin.
state convention planning-com beamed at the youth level.
Flourine treatment ln the grades 8chool of Education of the Uni ium fluoride treatment indicated a
The beneficiary will be the IOOF I THINK THAT GOD IS PROUD
mittee meeting would be held at
Denominations participating are:
as lt did last year. This will be versity of Maine will act as moder need for continued dental health Rockland
Pr. O.h.
Respirator Fund for Maine. Odd
her
home
on
Feb.
3
at
8
p.
m.
This
Littlefield
Baptist,
Russell
and
done ln March through the co-op- ator and will be prepared to an- program in Union.
W. Young
100 85
I think that God is proud of those
committee consists of Mrs Ber Raymond Wixson. Carl Gray, Janet Fellows and Rebekahs all over the
who bear
eration of Division of Dental
questions.
A. Dart
100 83
State
have
Joined
forces
to
raise
1 A sorrow bravely—proud Indeed
niece Havener, Mrs. Nettie B. Frbst, Henderson and Mrs. Dorman, or
Health, Dept. of Health & Welfare
R. Lufkin
100 82
Invitations have been extended to
Plan z53 Yule
of them
Miss M. Lucille Nason and Miss ganist: Thomaston Baptist, Marian funds with which much needed res Who walk straight through the
of the State of Maine.
99 <2
M. Brown
the members of the Appleton Com
pirators
may
he
purchased.
These
Ruth McBride.
Pickard, Philip Young. Richard
dark to find Him there,
100 80
munity Club, Warren PTA and Chamber Moving Ahead In D. Huntley
The next business meeting will Saari. Richard MacFarland, Albert “iron lung" so called, are the one
And kneel in faith to touch His
Washington PTA to attend the
garment's hem
best weapon with which to fight
Planning Decorations For
BAKED BEAN SUPPER meeting.
911 be Feb. 11 at the Farnsworth Mu- | Hallowell; Oongregatlonal, F.o-Mae
the dread polio. It is hoped that a Oh, proud of them who lift their
seum.
Manning,
Patricia
Pease;
Metho

Business
Area
Weymouth Grange
There
will
be
a
return
match
In
The subject of a consolidated
1
heads to shake
THOMASTON
dist, James Favreau; Salvation dozen of these may be made avail
Away the tears from eyes that
the near future.
high school is one much discussed
The merchants' committee of the
A forger has been defined as a Army, Leona Demmons, Universa able for emergency use if the con
SATURDAY, JAN. 31
have grown dim.
tn the four communities. The panel
ditions of last summer arise this Who tighten quivering lips and
man who tries to make a name for list. Marion Talbot
Chamber of Commerce, at a meet
5 P. M. to 7 P. M.
TRAWLER FOUND
discussion ls designed to help ev
turn to take
Adults 65c - Children 30c
himself, but always picks the wrong
ing held this week, entered Into
Fifth Annual Interdenomina year or next.
The only road they know that
Coast Guard Rockland reported name
14-lt eryone to understand more clearly
tional Worship Service with Youth
leads to Him.
all the Issues involved and to as the planning stage of a long-time Friday afternoon tnat the cutter
All a free man asks ts equality
ol Rockland and Thomaston par
How proud He must be of them—
certain the public Interest on this program of Increasing ln scope the Yankton located the missing
with the right people.
Christmas decorations ln the city.
ticipating:
He who knows
ELECTROLUX CLEANERS subject.
All sorrow, and how hard brief is
Organ Prelude,
The committee, headed by Mrs Boothbay Harbor trawler Sandra &
A Bonded Service Representative
All parents of Union school chil
LEGISLATIVE
NOTICE
to bear,
Mrs. Dorman, organist
Will Be in Rockland and Vicinity dren who would be at all interested Ruth Hoch, is following through Earl and found all crewmen In
The Committee on Legal Affairs I think He sees them coming, and
Hymn 352; “Love Lifted Me”
good condition. The craft was at
Monday, Feb. 2 thru
with
a
five-year
plan
Instituted
He
goes
ln the possibility of hot lunches
will give a public hearing In its
Call to Worship,
Fridav, Feb. 6
a position 14 miles, 280 degrees off
With outstretched arms and
rooms at the State House, in Au
Flo-Mae Manning
served daily at the school are urged last fall, and which resulted In the
TELEPHONE 395-M
Mt. Desert Rock. The trawler Kit
gusta. on
hands to meet them there
Invocation and Lord's Prayer
Always Clecn
14-16 to attend the meeting and to hear decorations on street light poles
And with a look, a touch on hand
WED. FEB. 4, 1953, at 2 P. M.
and the Maurice Davis, both of
(debts)
during the Yule season.
or head.
HP 144 LD 142—An Act Relating
Responsive Reading, 551
Always Unifcrm
7
Fund raising possibilities were Boothbay Harbor, and said to be
Each finds his hurt heart
to Election of Members of School
“Fellowship”
In
oompany
with
the
Sandra
&
strangelj' comforted.
discussed and will be given fur
Board in Town of Camden.
led by James Favreau
(Emergency).
14-lt
Gloria Patri
—Grace Noll CrowelL
ther study at coming meetings. It Earl, on a fishing trip which should
Scripture Lesson:
See The Latest In
1 was pointed out that inasmuch as have brought them to port on the
Phil. 1:8-11, 15-21. 27.
i the project will be merchant spon-1 28th. are still unreported,
Marion Talbot
j sored, the merchants must agree
Solo: “The Stranger of Galilee.”
^XXXXXXXXXXXY
Carl Gray
I on the program before lt can be
Prayer,
' put into efTect.
;
Come and Have
Raymond Wixson
The committee members com- 5[
Presentation Of Need,
a
mented that the business people ,j Sunday Dinner
Marian Pickard
Offering for Polio Drive
TV SETS - ANTENNAE
of the city are looking forward tc i A
• Pybofax Gas bums with s Prayer of Dedication (unison)
R.C.A.
------Crosley
increased activity as far as the
With Us
clean, blue flame- without soot, odor Hymn 466: "Whispering Hope,"
LEAD-INS
decoration plans go.
ot waste. The uniform quality oi Sermon: "Affecting Our Faith,”
Serving
from
A special committee was named 0
1. Our Homes, Patty Pease
And Other Outstanding Makes
PYROFAX Gas-guarded by a series
INSURED AGAINST
12 Noon to 3.30 P. M.
2. Our Churches, Rae Clark
to further study the financing and 7
of exacting controls—gives you the
3. Our Schools, Janet Henderson
technical problems and to report j J
most efficient fuel for cooking, wa Hymn 179; "Abide With Me,"
FIRE, WINDSTORM. THEFT. ICE DAMAGE,
Beginning February 2nd 1953 MODELS
at a later date. Those to make the j5
KNOX HOTEL
ter-heating. refrigeration. See us to Benediction,
DAMAGE IN TRANSIT, WATER OR
study are: Walter Morse, Carl Stll- ?
Leona Demmons
day for the best in gas appliances—
will be demonstrated in our show
THOMASTON
phen, Lucius E. Jones and William j gS
Presiding: Russell Wixson, Presi
STEAM DAMAGE, SMOKE, EXPLOSION
14-ltJ the best in bottled gas service.
dent of Littlefield BYF.
A. Glover.
tXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXYW^XX'
rooms every week-day evening from

STRIVE TO KNOW-DARE TO BELIEVE”

UNION P.T.A. TO CONDUCT PANEL!

Ipy/tofiW

TELEVISION

TELEVISION INSURANCE

AND MANY OTHER HAZARDS

6.45 to

11.00 P. M. until Feb. 14th.

We invite you to Oome!

Seel

ROCKLAND LADY LIONS POLIO BENEFIT

Hear!

CARD

and get the facts about our easy pay

BUTLER, MAXCY & HEATH, Inc.
.

r BOTTLED SAI Sarrlsa

Tuesday, Feb. 3 — 8 P. M.

ment plan through the Shawmut Bank.

UNION, MAINZ

PARTY

LEGION HOME

Albert E. MacPhail
445 MAIN ST.

TEL 738

BOCKLAND. ME.

-iBrarzjziaraiarafarafarazjzrararu

MO DEDUCTIBLE

MERCHANTS

Costs as little as

DOLLAR DAYS
Feb. 5, 6 and 7

$12.50 for 3 years

Posters and Pennants
Available at the
Chamber of Commerce
431 MAIN STREET
14-15

U-lt

-J TWtTi JfJfif WPrWrH:
eat-..

•jSst •■‘l-'Oten

-j—-.--.-—- .ay-tv —-

W. C. LADD and SONS
14 SCHOOL STREET

ROOKLAMD, MAINS

TEL. 393 - 394
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Bowlers Ready

OUTDOOR
AKOVNtf

Schedule For First Week,'
Second Half. Is An
nounced

V

Herewith appears the men’s City
Bowling League schedule for first
I week, second half.
Alleys 1-2 Tuesday. Feb. 3. MCRR
-Legion: Thursday Feb. 5, Birdsi eve-40&8; Friday Feb. 6, Gulf! Shell.
Alleys 3-4 Independents-IOOF.
Feb. 3: Van Baalen-Water Co., Feb.
5 and Elks-Eastem Tire. Fob. 6.
In a Thursday night match the
Independents really poured it on to
the lowlj- Water Co. by the enormous total of 307 pins in a real
slaughter as
the Independents
rolled the high single learn to'al of
561 and high five string team to
tal of 1582 which bettered their
former records of 547 and 1532.
They combined totals of 493, 561
and 525 for their total. Pitch had
high single ol 133 and high total of
343 followed closely by Perry with
333 and Gatcomb with 329. These
. three have, now really boosted their
averages up in the high nineties.
Nuff said for that one. The sched
ule in full will appear next week.

KNOX COUNTY
Wf<<<^>- hi /? z

i,

'jjfj

By
KflLPH V\Z. TYLER

Figure that I'll soon be making
a stretching board upon which to
put the hide of one of those strange
animals that are being seen here
and there around the county.
I've offered to skin the “critter”
out when Herb Elwell of Spruce
Head shoots it and I believe Herb
w'as serious when he told me he
was going alter it as soon as it
snows a little.
Guess Herb has seen some tracks
and heard it’s voice once or twice
recently and he allows it ain’t no
"lullabye.’’
Dorothy Russeill of East Friend
ship sends me an interesting card.
She writes: “Vermont has its pan
ther scares too. A reward of }100
was offered for years by the Rut
land Herald, with no takers. But
Vermont had a panther caught in
Barnard, which can be seen in the
State house museum, mounted and
stuffed.’ —
Well—dust off a shelf up there
in Augusta boys. Herb and I are
really going out after this local
“varmint.”
• • • •
Mrs. Russell also writes that
dandylion blossoms were plentiful
down Meduncook River way until
Dec. 21 and only yesterday (Jan.
22) she picked one near Salt Pond.
Gosh yes! and I Just read where
Mrs Berneice Jackson picked a
violet on Saturday in her garden.
We used to got two winters every
year, January to April and. Novem
ber to January. If something don’t
happen soon w’e’re only going to
have one chance in 1953.
Close to 50 years ago I dated a
girl to go may-flowering on Megunticook Mountain one Sunday
around the middle of April. It had
been a warm spring.
There was three days of blue
bird weather preceding that Sun
day, and were the mayflowers
thick.
When I got up on Sunday morn
ing of the date, there was just a
foot of snow everywhere.
Snow out of season can be de
pressing.
• • • •
Warden Ken Gray of Augusta
paid the hunters of Knox County
quite a compliment the other night
at the Thomaston Fish and Game
meeting.
Believe he said Knox County was
the only one in the State which
did not record a fatal hunting acci
dent in the open season just
passed
Was it actually an indication ol
more care in the woods, or just
plain luck?
I know one hunter who had three
rifle bullets strike uncomfortably
close to tvhere he stood.
All he said was "U that feller is
shootin’ at me he’s a poor shot and
if he’s shootin’ at a deer I’m prac
tically astride the animal.’
•« * •
George Higgins of Camden came
up with a good idea for raising
money for furnishing the new fish
and game club house at Alford
Lake at the last meeting.
Sort of a White Elephant auc
tion similar to the one recently
staged by the Warren Lions so
successfully.
The “gadjcts” these hunters and
fishermen could <tig up for an oc
casion of this sort can only be immagined
Expect to see George's proposal
put into action before spring and
of course he will donate a few of

Fuel kidx
MARITIME'S

LET OIL TANK WORRIES

SE ERASED OUR AUTOMATIC
CALLS ARE SPACED

his flys. which if you ask me. are
no white elephants in any fisher
man's fly-book when the salmon
j
are hitting.
'
• • • •
There is one most satisfying at
tribute always found when you get
out to observe nature. Probably it
j
is why one can relax so comp.etely there.
Modern times and methods has
:
never influenced nature to lean to
wards the “Hot-Rod" age through
(
which we humans are now passing.
Here wc are "Larruping” through
’
an era of super-sonic travel, in
stant. coffee, 5-second aspirin, 3minute cereal, 4-hour enamel,
“Zephyr" trains, super-speed films,
anti-diistamine, 2-hour cold bust
OWL’S HEAD
ers and "quickie” high-balls that
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Brown are i
give you a glorious “bun-on” in 12
visiting at the home of their son |
minutes. But nature never fell in
and daughter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. :
line with all this huffy-up and best
Robert Brown in Naugatuck. Conn
of all never will.
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Joy and ,
The National Safety Council and
family have moved to Lincoln, ■
insurance statistics show an alarm
where Mr. Joy has employment.
ing increase in heart trouble as a
Elmer Small is a surgical pa- j
killer. Believe it has held first
tient at the Veterans’ Hospital.
place for some time now.
Togus. .
This age of haste in all pursuits
Helpers on the school lunch this
of life puts us on the danger side
week were Mrs Kay Philbrook. :
of the line at around 40. and drop
Mrs. Betty Haskins. Mrs. Helen
ping dead after 45 is just every
Harvey. Mrs Rose St. Clair, Mrs
day stuff:—
Polly Lowell, Mrs. Grace Palmer
When the muskrat trapping sea
and Mrs. Amanda Ross.
son used to open March 20 (the
The School Improvement League
time when skins are really best) I
will meet Wednesday night, Feb
used to start out about March 1 to
4 at the central school. Keith
look over trapping areas.
Crockett, superintendent, will ex
Usually they were hopelessly
plain the 1953 school budget, Mem- ;
frozen over and the open water so
bers of the refreshment <x>mmi4ee ;
necessary was still locked in win
are Mrs. Clara Kelsey. Mrs Myra i
ter’s grasp.
Scammon. Mrs. Bertha Thurston 1
Perhaps twice a week I went
and Mrs. Nellie Reed.
around to check on conditions.
Miss Bonnie Dyer celebrated her
Little by little I could see the
ninth birthday Tuesday night. Jan.
errosion caused by a gradually
27 with a supper and theatre
warming sun and the perpetually
party.
Her guests were Sally
shifting wands of coming spring.
Stinson. Donna Perry. Lorraine
After the snow had gone I no
Tinker. Cherv! Harvey, Alma
ticed long vertical bubbles in the
Walker and Jill Farrell.
ice.
School Improvement league
“Atom busting” so dreadfully sud
About $38 was received from the
den as arranged by humans was
taking place in natures own delib card party held Wednesday night
the
School
Improvement
erate way with a purpose just as by
League. Winners at each table
certain.
Cold nights came to re-seal what I were: Mrs Bertha Perry. Mrs
melting the sun had done, but the Frances Newhall, Mrs. Mildred
Sukeforth. Mrs Rose Soffayer.
vertical bubbles were still there.
Soon came the time that the ice Miss Elsa Ilvonen. Mrs. Charles
crumbled as I stepped onto It’s Joyce. Mrs. Louise Ingraham.
Sandra
Stinson.
Philip
edge. The sun had also warmed the Miss
Mrs.
ElmeT
Mont
bank where it had been locked all Newbert,
gomery. Mrs. Clare Coffey. Ronald
winter.
What crumbled under my feet Murray. Mrs. Shirley Harvey. Door
was but a handful! of enlongated prize winners were Joan Knowlton
facets of ice crystals, definitely Mrs. Charles Montgomery. Judith
blasted by the slow moving process Knowlton. Charles Robertson. Rob’ ert Montgomery. The special prize
of nature.
The scope and power of this pro | of a cake was awarded Mrs. Addie
cess did not ignore the rest of our ; Rogers.
The card party was under the
countryside in it’s purpose, for
along the bank the buds of pussy ' chairmanship of Mrs. Margaret
willows had been showing ever so Knowlton and Mrs. Marv Epps
little more of their gleaming silk assisted by Mrs Kay Philbrook.
en fur each day and on the south Mrs. Miriam Isbell. Mrs Inez
ern slopes were the slowly encour Montgomery. Mrs. Mary Dyer, Mrs
aged shoots of white violets peep- Robertson. Mrs Tillie Hooper. Mrs
fhg through the provident cover of Addie Rogers. Mrs. Rose St Clair.
I Mrs. Thelma Murray and Mrs.
last autumn's fallen leaves.
Sap, which had wintered in the Elizabeth Walker. The committee
roots of trees below the frost had wishes to thank all those who do
felt this urge to move too, and leaf nated food, money and prizes or
buds were taking on a warm, liv • helped in any way.
ing color everywhere.
There was no sudden change; deeper, each slope a little dryer,
no illusion of haste ln this mighty each bud a little greener.
Why should I be in haste? For
force which had processed our
! ages nature had worked as delibercountryside for centuries.
Only among the animate crea ! ate and as definite as this. I was
tion which had not already heard as powerless to speed lt up as I
the whisper of coming spring was was to retard it. I grew small as I
there any abrupt indications of it’s appraised this rushing age in the
power. For, where yesterday only face of such a great force. Like
the sounds of the slipping finger time and tide, it waits or hurries for
hold of winter came from the up , no man.
lands, today came the drum of a j It is sad that in this era of speed
cock partridge. And across the so many of us lose contact with
valley a neat brown female quickly this slow moving miracle of nature
as we go from one season to an
turned her back in his direction.
Cupid, ever with us humans but other.
To me the greatest of these are
generously attentive to our wildlife
response of all living things to the
at springtime was here today.
At first I fretted at this gradu whisper of spring and their subse
al process. Yet each day I noticed quent preparation for the coming
every rill was a little wider and of winter.
In their will to live they accept
the cold desolation of one for the
GARAGE DOOR hope and comforts of the other and
through it all runs the golden
thread of perpetuation, in no haste.
Truly a symbol of nature's own de
liberate way.

Aguiar deliveries of Fuel Oil

our truck* give you
otectlon against the cold
sather. Call 1371 for prompt

■vlrr.

|
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WE WILL BUY
GOOD CLEAN USED CARS

Opens Up and In

MILLER’S
GARAGE

On (Steel Track.

$63.00
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THE SCHOOLBOY SPORTS WHIRL

[EDITORIAL]
”WE ARE TRAINED TO BE COURTEOUS
AND HELPFUL
•
The daily press has been filled the past few days with
angry charges of persecution of Maine motorists by Massa
chusetts traffic officers and court officials. 'Unfairness,"
"unjustified severity," “lack of common courtesy and of any
consideration whatever” are among the less vigorous com
ments on the cavalier treatment accorded motorists from
Maine.
A member of the State Police who resides on Talbot
Avenue in this city was approached by two irate citizens who
demanded to know what the State Police would do to the
Massachusetts drivers by way of retaliation. "Nothing" re
plied Officer Ray Foley. "We are trained to be courteous
and helpful."
There was a wealth of meaning in that quiet, eminently
sane reply. In those fet brief words the whole philosophy
of the Maine State Police was stated in a nut shell, and with
it the basic cause for the respect and confidence the people
of this State feel in their own police. No retaliation, no
hotheaded action can be laid at the door of these men. In
stead, "We are trained to be courteous and helpful.’’

EDUCATIONAL TV AT HUGE PUBLIC EXPENSE
'Pooling of public and private resources in the tri-State
area would help overcome the tremendous financial hurdle
blocking educational TV at present.”
This shocking statement by New Hampshire's Gover
nor Hugh Gregg was made with reference to a meeting to be
held March 9 in Concord. N H., in behalf cf a proposed triState television broadcasting station. It will be attended by
the governor and top educators of Maine who will be asked
to help overcome this “tremendous financial hurdle" with
public money.
The era of overcoming numberless pet projects with tre
mendous financial hurdles (with public money and increased
taxation) lias passed, or wc thought it had.
The citizens of Maine. New Hampshire and Vermont
backed General Eisenhower at the polls and subscribed to
his religion of economy on the home front and the cutting
down of the huge Federal Budget by eliminating pet local
projects which make up a very large part of the spending
program And now we propose to overcome this semi-local
"tremendous financial hurdle” with public money.
Unquestionably educational TV is a desirable addition
to the facilities of the State financed universities. It would
be admirable and certainly fair for the many privately fin
anced colleges, like Bowdoin, Colby and Bates in Maine to
also have educational TV facilities, but manifestly Impossible
because they are unable to dip into the public pocket. It
could be that the smaller cultural schools would be allowed
to make some use of the tri-State station, but that is be
side the point.
The Department of Education of Maine is making a des
perate struggle to secure even reasonably adequate housing
fcr its rapidly growing school population, admittedly housed
at present in school buildings inadequate and in many in
stances extreme fire hazards. At the same time the De
partment and every town and city in Maine are straining
ever}- nerve to secure public funds enough to pay our teachers
reasonable salaries— and the teacher is beyond question the
important factor in all education
It seems that the duty of Governor Cross is clear and
undeniable—to place every educational dollar oi Maine pub
lic funds in the channels of stern necessity—safe, adequate
school houses and retaining our competent teachers through
the best possible pay.

END THE DOUBLE TALK

It is devoutly to be hoped that the people oi this coun
try will put an end to the absurd use of double talk terms
which marked the New Deal, Fair Deal commentators’ lan
guage when an end conies to the other Fair Deal sophistries.
Every public question discussed by the recently "strong
men” commentators of press and radio has been ticketed
"reactionary,” “progressive” or “liberal.” If a man favored a
free market he was "reactionary." if he worked for price con
trols and similar Fair Deal philosophies he was “progres
sive” and if he favored private operation of power companies
as opposed to bureaucratic operation he was a "tory.”
Why not look beneath the labels of these "liberals" who
belittle every achievement of those in private life who have
made thia country great and always find some excuse to ex
tend government controls and services and still further in
crease taxation thereby. Just what is ^liberal’’ about price
controls under which every merchant, big and little, lives
with a constant threat of penalties, even jail, if he deviates
from incomprehensible rules of merchandising drawn up by
political appointees inexperienced in business Even under
war conditions some emergency controls are necessary but
should always be recognized as dangerous expedients Now.
under the new regime minus the socialistic philosophies, let's
call a spade a spade and eliminate this double talk and pol
itically twisted play on words

TO END AN ERA OF DEATH
The top non-military problem facing this nation today re
lates to the appalling cost in lives and treasure of the opera
tion of our highways. The loss of human life over the recent
holidays have brought to public mind the vast Importance of
finding some means of eliminating death dealing congestion
on our highways.
It has fallen to Charles E. Wilson, recently president
of General Motors and nominated for Secretary of Defense
by Eisenhower, to take a concrete step toward solution of the
problem. Under his guidance the company has offered
$194,000 in a contest it hopes will turn all the best minds ln
the United States toward solving the dreadful muddle.
The Courier-Gazette mentions this matter not as a com
mercial boost for General Motors but as a hope for solution.
No one dreamed 20 years ago that 53 million motor vehicles
would be using the highways and that our cars and trucks
would ibe driven a billion miles a day in 1953 Conservative
estimate based on population growth and 'general conditions
place the number of cars and trucks at 80 million in 1975.
Think what that will mean in carnage.
It is to be devoutly hoped that from this tremendous
concentration of minds on highway safety ideas will come up
that can be transmitted into the pure gold of an end of this
ghastly era of highway death and destruction.

Warren Loses To Bristol As Rockport
Takes Islesboro; Vinalhaven Over

North Haven; Tigers In Spudland
portance of a won-lost record. Its
workings are a complete mystery
to everyone outside of the MPA.
Tigers In Aroostook
As this is written (Friday) the
Tigers were due to face Fort Fairfield and that team last Tuesday
walloped well-regarded Houlton by
27 points. Saturday night Caribou
will be the opposition and should
be easier as they have yet to win
over class L opposition this year.

The small schools in the area
were active Wednesday night, a
night on which there is generally
not much basketball activity.
Warren, which had previously
defeated South Bristol at home,
found life more grim when they
invaded the Lincoln County school
and were slaughtered to the time
of 85-30
The South Bristol coach. Tiny
Boothby’ expressed himself as
“sorry” about running up such a
score. HowAever there seems to
have been little he could do about
tt. since he has only six players on
the entire squad and thus could do
Mttle substituting.
The South
Bristol center racked up 30 points
for his evening's work.
Warren scoring: Howard; Mar
tin 3. Waters; Smith 4 (10); Bar
bour; Waters 2(2).
.Rockporters Take Islesboro
On the same night. Rockport en
tertained Islesboro and got in a
good deal of shooting practice in
posting a 72-44 win.
The girl Beavers had an even
wider margin as they won 72-26.
In the boy's game Ralph Thorn
dike and Marvin Welt led the way
with 29 and 24 points respectively
to aocount for two-thirds of their
team's points
Rockport scoring: Sullivan 4
Harkins 1; Annis 2(1). Leland:
Thorndike 11(7), Dean 2; Gray,
Spear. Parley; Welt 10(4). Davis.
Simonton.
V.H.S. Wins Island Clash
Out in the bay, the forces of
Vinalhaven and North Haven
clashed with the former walking
off with the bacon by a score of
74-55 and the girls by 54-$2. This
seems to have been the first ap
pearance cf the year for the North
Haven teah. while Vinalhaven has
been fairly active.
Score:
Vinalhaven (74): Peter.on 12(6).
Williams (1); Young 2, Conway
2(11; Arey 3(1': Sutliffe 5. Ander
son 6(5) Gilchrest
North Haven (55): MacDonald
13(1); Beverage 1(1); Burgess 1;
Brown 2(3); Staples 6)4).

UNION
MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
Telephone 10-24

For recreation, a man should do
what he likes, not what he feels he
must because the amusement is ap
propriate to his age or his position
in the community.
The sad truth is that not many
adults have much fun, but many of
them “work” harder to do so than
at earning a living.
The spirit of fun is spontaneity.
There’s not much chance for it
when the “fun” is too well organ
ized, or chosen because it is the
right thing to do. Many things done
in the name of recreation are
nothing but sheer boredom or irri
tation.
Look at the expressions of near
anguish on many a man’s face as
he struggles to keep awake at the
opera, says Dr. Kraines. Or watch
the grim faces of bridge players
and listen to the violent discussions
which follow a game supposed to be
played for enjoyment.
The ideal recreation is not ard
uous pursuit of amusement. It 1s
doing for pleasure, for fun, what
ever will revitalize one's body, re
fresh one’s mind, renew one’s zest
for living.
What constitutes fun is a
highly individual matter. No man
can tell another how to enjoy him
self. If you like to loiter along
alone with no specific destination—
loiter. If you feel stimulated by
crowds, shove your way into what
ever kind suits you. If you want to
ride a merry-go-round, or play with
electric trains even when you have
no child in tow, go ahead and do it.
Don't let it bother you that some
one else may think it silly or a
waste of time. No choice of diver
sion could be half so silly as miss
ing fun for fear of what someone
else might say.

Senior class public supper was
highly successful and netted the
class a neat sum of money.
Local basketball teams of High
School played at Appleton Friday
night, Jan. 30 at 7.30.
Richard Gorden and Walter Cal
der-wood were In Portland Tuesday.
A delegation of Farm Bureau
friends attended the party Wed
nesday night in Waldoboro held for
Ralph Wentworth, former agent
for Knox Oounty.
Pioneer Grange Circle was held
last Thursday The new president
Addie Tenney named a committee
tq make plans for their annual fair
Mrs Gladys Cunningham spent
the weekend ln Machias at the
home of Mr and Mrs. Winfred
Peb 4 at the High School with the
Kennoyer.
Friendly Circle of Methodist following on committee: Mr. and
Churrh holds their public dinner Mrs, Harold Wiggin. Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday. Peb. 3 at vestry, followed Howard Hawes. Mr and Mrs
Mrs
Alfred
by business meeting. Committee Schuyler Halves.
for the dinner. Laura Kirkpatrick, Hawes. Leroy Barker. Mrs Ken
neth Bennett, Mrs. Woodrow
Barbara Rich, Jackie Hawes.
Gould,
Mr. and Mrs. John Howard
Union's school board meeting
Tuesday. Feb. 3 at 7.30 p. m. at and Mrs Germaine Farris.
Albert Noyes
Supt. Harold Wiggin’s offlce.
Albert Nowes. 78. died Saturday
Seven Tree Grange meeting was
omitted Wednesday night, as many night at his home. He was born
of their members attended the in Jefferson, son of Albert D. and
party for Ralph Wentworth, for Carolyn Sukeforth Noyes and had
llred in Union all of his life with
mer County Agent, in Waldoboro
Mr and Mrs Henry Knight. the exception of two years. Mr
Miss Joan Knight and Mr. and Noyes was a memlber of Seven Tree
Mrs. Leo Laukka of Warren were ln Grange. Surviving are his son
Orono Friday to attend the wed Cedric of Union, a daughter, Mrs
ding of Ralph Knight and Miss Llzzetite ler.fest of Chelsea and
Scramble For Tourney
grandchildren.
Funeral
Jackie Thomas of Manchester, N.H seven
Opinions seem to differ as to
services were held at North Union
P.T.A. To Meet
Rockland's chances of making the
February meeting of P T. Asso- Chapel Tuesday with interment in
Eastern Class L tourney. A week
coiaticn will be held Wednesday Miller Cemetery. Burkettville.
ago they were ninth in the stand
ings and since then have won over
Old Town. However, Old Town is
in a slump and has lost again
AUTO MECHANICS WANTED
since then, so their point value is
decreasing. A couple of wins on
Two Experienced Automobile Mechanics Wanted,
the current Aroostook trip would
help no end.
familiar with Ford cars. Must be steady and
It seems likely that there will be
a mad scramble for the seventh
qualified. Call in person at
and eighth positions in the tourney
set-up and just about anything can
WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
happen apparently, under the Heal
118 PARK STREET
ROCKLAND. MAINE
point rating system which appar
13-14
ently ha1 done away with the im
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TRACTOR

lift mere power.

Hew )-point implement hitch.

New lead and depth control sys
tem.

Precision Touch-o-matic hy

draulic system.

Outstandinj new line ol 3-point

LEARNED AT LONG LAST
It begins to become apparent that the rank and file of
citizens of the United States have learned at long last that
we can take nothing from the government that we not first
put Into It—and that a high percentage of what we put in is
wasted or dissipated It also seems that we as a people
are learning that the terrific burden of taxation we are_ now
bearing, resulted ln a large part, from the public demands
for subsidies, handouts and fo-cailed “security.” Likewise
the people are coining as a unit to see through the eyes of
President Eisenhower his often repeated desire to give the
government back to the State and local levels. This must
be our course if we are to remain strong, free aud a solvent
nation.

Fun Not A Business

hitch Quilc-Taich working tool*.

These are just a few of the many new
features of the new ”40'' tractors we
want to show you and tell you about.
John Deere has built a lot of mighty
fine tractors in the past 28 years, but
you’ll say this is one of the finest.

Come in now—any time. We're ex
pecting youl

BURGESS and SON
TELEPHONE 49-3
UNION, MAINE
Serving Maine Fanners Over 26 Yean

14’lt
COMPIFTF POWER ON SMAIL FARMS

IDEAL MELPEP ON. LAFIGF FA»MS
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TALK OF THE TOWN
of
'Mrs. Mae Winslow is employed as
office assistant by Dr. Elwood H
by
(Social and community events Brown
are solicited for this calendar. AU
are free and space here cannot be
Gladys S. Heistad
The Civil War Memorial Associa
purchased.
Strictly commercial
tion
will
hold
its
annual
meeting
affairs, sales, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted The decision of Tuesday evening, Feb. 3, at 730
the editor Is final.]
Business will be discussed. Nomi
Direotly after receiving the let | on its cover a charming picture of
Peb. 2—Lady
Knox Chapter, nation and election of officers and
Daughters of American Revo trustees and the reading of the an ter from Rolf and Lilly Heistad j Genia and Pierre. The numbers
lution, at the Farnsworth Mu nual reports.
telling of attending the Luboshutz played by these renowned duo-pi
seum.
and
Nemenoff concert in Seattle, anists were: Sonata in D major
Peb. 3—Rebekah meeting, Odd FelFarmer
of Rockville i Mozart i;
Introduction, PassaV lows Hall at 730 p. m.
A well known local citizen Glenice
Peb. 4—Canton Auxiliary No. 18 chanced to be talking to a strange phoned me that Vernon Hunter at I caglia and Fugne, Opus 96’ (Max
meets, Odd Fellows Hall' 630 p.m.
tended this same concert, his seat Reger); Suite from the Ballet 'On
Peb. 5—Theta Rho Girls’ Club, young man, shabbily dressed, the !
morning after the big fire and was made possible through tickets left j Stage’ ’’ (Norman Dello Joio);
Odd Fellows Hall, 7 p. m.
Peb. 5—Emblem Club meets at Elks told he was the owner of the cock- for service men. Vernon writing Perpetual Motion (Mischa Port—
Home, 8 p. m.
j tail lounge concession at Hotel home spoke of the Civic Auditorium noffj; “Lindaraja” (Claude De
Peb. 6—Methebesec Club will meet
where the concert was given as "a bussy); and “The Bat,” a fantasy
at 2.30 p. m. with Mrs. Charles Rockland and had lost not only his
stock of liquor but his cash and huge building with an audience of on themes from "Die Fledermaus"
Whitmore, 294 Broadway.
Peb. 11—Rainbow for Girls instal clothing as well. When reading of probably seven or eight thousand. (Pierre Lubcshutz.) It is of inter
lation at Masonic Temple
finding of money in the ruins she I am sending a program plus a est to note that the Joio Suite and
Peb. 13—Rubinstein Club at Farns
was convinced it belonged to the clipping which Gladys Heistad the Portnoff number were written
worth Museum.
unfortunate bar tender and feels might be interested in for the for and dedicated to Luboshutz and
Peb 14—St. Valentine’s Day.
Peb* 18—Nursing Career Day at the finders should return it to him Realm of Music’ column."
Nemenoff.
Knox Hospital.
Lilly and Rolf had sent me the
Incidentally Vernon’s address is:
■ via tlie Acheson Hotels, Augusta
Peb. 20—Educational Club meets at
same
clipping
but
no
program
so
Pvt.
Vernon Hunter, US 51157281
House.
'
»
the Farnsworth Museum at 3
the one Vernon sent had particu Casual Enlisted Section, Fort Lawp. m
Pet 20— Methebesec Club will
The Knox County Deputy Sher lar interest especially as it carried ton. Seattle, Wash. One can guess
meet at Farnsworth Museum at iff’s organization met for the first
that he is exactly like thousands
230 p. m.
of other boys in the service—long
March 3—Community Concert at time in the new' term of Sheriff P. •
Municipal Court ing for letters from “home, Why
Camden Opera House. Carol Willard Pease Wednesday night, at
In Municipal court on Thursday not write to him?
Olenn, vtoUnist, guest artist.
the courthouse. Officers elected at
March 10—Bowdoin Meddiebemp- the meeting were Nelson Crockett, morning Judge Zelma M. Dwinal
stera, Rockland High School Au
While I have no intention of
Rockland, president; Maynard In sentenced Fred Cartel-, Tillson av
ditorium, 8 p. m.
March 12—Showing of “Mr. Texas’’ graham. Jr., Rockport, treasurer; enue to 60 days in jail on his plea continually “harping” on Rockport
at First Baptist Church.
and Earl Porter, Rockland, secre of guilty to a charge of vagrancy, days when the music colony was
March 18—Style Show at the Le try. After a lobster stew supper, preferred against him by Rock flourishing, so many letters and
gion Home. Benefit Hyde Home
cards came to me during the holi
prepared by Mrs. Pease, the group land police.
for Crippled Children.
day season from those who had
April 30—Community Concert at listened to an address made by
The Daughters of St. Bernard's been in the “colony” in those days
Community Building. De Paur Stuart Oberton, state parole offi
Infantry Chorus.
contributed $36 to the equipment that it is tempting to speak of
cer.
June 19-20-21 -» American Leg’on
fund of the Port O’ Rockland them since I know there are manyConvention in Rockland
A well baby clinic will be held Drum and Bugle Corps Thursday in this section interested and
July 31-Aug 1-2—Maine Seafoods
Festival. Rockland.
Monday afternoon from 2 to 4 in evening. The women had earned eager to hear news of these “boys
the Community Building Immun the money with club projects and and girls” who found places not
Rev. Norman Camp, a missionary izations for whooping cough, diph plan still others to add to then- only in our homes but in our
to the Belgian Congo, will be gue9t theria and tetanus will be given, contributions.
The presentation hearts.
speaker Sunday in the services at also vaccinations for small pox. Dr. was made by Mrs. Francis Groder
There is a letter from Phyllis
the First Baptist Church
Mr Frank Kibbe will be in attendance. Visitors during the Thursday night Housten McKinney who came to
Camp has spent the greater part
drill of the corps were: Mr. and Rockport for several summers—
of hie lifs in Africa, since he was
Through James S. Cousens’ agen Mrs Sherman Rutter. Mrs. Irma she lived with us five summers and
born of'missionary parents in Aba cy the John Passon house at 19 Anderson. Mrs. Pauline Hutchin had been coming before that. She
in the Belgian Congo, and he lived Birch street has been sold to Belle son. Mrs. Georgia Gifford. Mrs. at first studied violin with Jascha
there until coming to this country Robarts of Owl’s Head and the Beverly Mignault, Mrs. Dorothy Brodsky, then changed Co viola
for schooling.
After graduation Alice K. Fuller house on 22 Birch Sherman. Mrs. Priscilla Monroe. study with Max Aranoff. and be
from the Philadelphia School of street has been sold to Albert A. ] Mrs. Leola Hyland and Mrs John came very proficient on the latter
the Bible he returned to Africa in Winchenbach.
Rapose.
instrument. Even though Phyllis
July 1946 as a missionary under the
married and has since had a child
Carroll Thayer Berry of Rockport
An item ln the 40 Years Ago she has managed to keep up her
Conservative Baptist Foreign Mis
sion Society. He is now on fur is a surgical patient at Camden; column of the Bath Daily Times music, and a short while back she
lough following his first term of Community Hospital.
notes that the best paying flock played with the Curtis String
service. Members of the First Bap
of hens in the area belonged to Quartet in the String Quintet in
The Knox County PoultiV Im- j Mrs. W. C. Todd of Georgetown.
tist Church will have a special in
C Minor in an all-Mozart program,
terest in hearing him. as he is one provement Association met Tues Her flock of 25 birds were setting presented ln Town Hall. Philadel
of the missionaries partly support day night at the Farnsworth Mu records for laying in the Sagada phia. Phyllis enclosed a clipping
ed by this church. The Sunday seum with an attendance of 25. hoc County section. In contrast which carried a charming picture
services in which Mr Camp will The speaker of the evening was I are the flocks of layers which reach of her, and had this to say of her
speak will be the morning service Frank Bailey of Augusta, from the into the thousands now and the appearance in a preview of the con
at 1030. the young people’s meet Central Maine Power Company’s J broilers fleck which, in one in cert:
ing at 6. and the evening service at office there and the subject of his 1 stance at least, reaches toward
“Miss Housten, (wife of Dana C.
7.15. The evening message will be address was poultry farming. He 50.000 in the Coastal area.
McKinney Jr., of the Hercules
heard over WRKD as part of the illustrated his lecture with slides,
Powder Co.) is a member of the
regular "Gospel Story Hour,” 730 especially showing the use of elec- I Ambassadors for Christ at the New Chamber Orchestra. The
tricity on the farm. The next meet- I First Baptist Church will hear
to 8.00
group is conducted by Ifor Jones
ing of the association will be held j Rev. Norman Camp, for manyand sponsored by the New School
Feb.
24
at
Simonton
’
s
Corner.
years a missionary in the Belgian of Music, where she now studies.
Dick Gorden of F. W. Gorden &
Son of Union has put into opera
Congo, who will speak to them at The 31-year-old local artist en
To forgive and forget is fine—to 6 o'clock Sunday.
tion a Philco-Tele-Tower which is
tered
the
Wilmington Music
a mobile television antenna. The give and forget is finer.
School at 15 to study violin with
Members of the Finnish-Ameri
unit can be transported to a pros
Jascha Brodsky, turning from vio
Folks looking for trouble never
can dance committee will meet at
pect’s home and used to test TV
lin to viola five years later when
need the help of an oculist.
the home of Mrs. Inez Harden on
reception on the spot without erect
she entered the Curtis Institute of
Broadway
Place
at
8
o
’
clock
Sun

ing a permanent rig. Gorden ad
MARRIED
Music. There her studies were su
vertises that he will test any loHarvey-Hawkins—At St. George. day evening.
pervised by Max Aranoff, now di
,£ cation free of charge within the Jan. 18. Loren Linwood Harvey of
rector of the New School of Music
David
Taylor,
a
passenger
in
a
Rockland
ar.d
Miss
Ruth
Anti
bounds of the county.
“Locally Miss Housten is first
Hawkin' Of St. Oeorge—by Rev car driven by Ernest Morse, 25.
violinist with the Delaware Sym
John Fitzpatrick.
both
of
Thomaston,
was
hurt,
but
A public card party, benefit the
not seriously, when the car struck phony. She has played with the
IOOF Respirator Fund will be held
DIED
WFIL and KWY orchestras in
at 730. Tuesday, Feb 10. in IOOF
Elwell—At Vinalhaven. Jan. 28, an icy patch on Old County Road
Philadelphia, and toured with the
Wedne-day
night,
about
9
o'clock
Millie
Eva
Elwell,
age
77
years.
6
Hall. There will be table prizes,
months, 1 day. Funeral Saturday Rockland Patrolman George Ack- Philadelphia Opera Company head
door prize and a special prize. Re 2 p. m. from Headley Funeral
ley, who investigated the accident, ed by Sylvan Levin.”
freshments. For reservations call Home.
In her letter Phyllis wrote: "Be
Coose—At Camden, Jan. 28. Lena reported that the car skidded off
Mrs. June Ellis, Tel 991-R; Mrs
lieve me. Gladys, it was a wonder
Margaret Butler. Tel. 934-M or Start Coose. age 78 years. Funeral the road, struck a telephone pole, ful experience. I have always
services Sat.. 2 p. m. from Gilbert
Mrs. Nina McKenney, Tel. 1103-W, C. Laite Funeral Home. Entomb and was damaged to the amount dreamed of playing with the Quar
of about $450
Taylor suffered
City. Admission 50c.
14-lt ment in Mt. View Cemetery.
head bruises and a stiff neck but tet, but I was so sure I would nev
er be asked. The last time the
did not require hospitalization.
’boj-s’ had played a viola quintet,
That Generations
they asked the first chair of the
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our gratitude Boston Symphony, so then I was
"Service after the sale” is our
to Come may
to our many relatives and friends sure I would never have a chance.
slogan and has been since "Broadfor making our 50th anniversary
JZtntember
But I did! It was such fun, too, to
' casting Began.” Experience and
such a happy occasion.
rehearse with the ‘boys’—I en
technical knowledge combined with
Mr. and Mrs. Luie Blackington.
14-lt joyed every minute.”
proper, latest instruments insure
our customers TV satisfaction.
I went into Station WRKD a
House-Sherman, Inc., Main St.,
few days ago and had a talk with
w------------------------Rockland.
Adv.
Manager Huber, and was glad to
spiritual guidance and
learn that some letters had come
in response to the plea set forth in
mental comfort join
a recent music column to express
your neighbors in church
RUSSELL
this Sunday.

Coming Events

Tele Vision

Funeral Home

ARTESIAN WELLS
LEWIS HERBERT A SON
DRILLERS 8EXCK 19U

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
24 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

Islesboro

PHONE 701

TeL Dark Hbr, 74-J
sett

1-tf

Handel

Tu lo sai.
Torelli
Danza. Danza. Faniculla, Durante
Aria: Avant de quitter ces lieux,
(from the opera "Faust”),
Gounod
O wusst ich doch den Weg Zuruck,
Brahms
M( ine Liebe ist grun,
Brahms
Ded Tod. das ist die kuhle Nacht,
Brahms
Vergebliches Standchen,
Brahms
Sea Fever,
Ireland
Night, and the Curtains Drawn,
Ferratta
Break, Break, O Sea.
Ross
Rolling Down To Rio,
German
And so. Goodbye.
Charles
Came To Me In My Dreams.
Klemm
Knock On the Door.
Crist
Jaibberwocky,
Sacco
• • • •
Music will not be neglected dur
ing the Coronation of Queen Eliz
abeth II. During the actual cere
mony in Westminster Abby there
will be an orchestra conducted by
Sir Adrian Boult, and one the eve
of the Coronation Day there will
be a concert in the Royal Festival
Hall.
This concert is expected to in
troducc tlje 10 short pieces for
unaccompanied voices that the Arts
Council has commissioned from
10 British composers. The idea for
the commissions was suggested by
"Oriana," the collection of madri
gals written for Queen Elizabeth I
In the new collection, however, the
texts must be by living composers.
(Continued on Page Seven)

STEAMBOAT YARNS

of Ships and Men
John M. Richardson

A DISTINGUISHED MASTER

". . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
VINALHAVEN
MRS. EDWIN MADDOX
Correspondent
Telephone 137
............

■

e choosing a family mono*
ment. your choice i» not
only for your lifetime, but

I

MONUMENTS BY DORNAN
FOR TO YEARS

help you find lasting satisfaction
through our wide selection of Rock
•f Ages family monuments. Each is
hacked by a signed guarantee u

HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD “Home-Planned” Furniture

*75
Hearing Aid

under our 10-day
money-backGuarantee!
By makert of world-famous
Zenith television and radio sets

(Bona Conduction Oamcaa
at (TKxlarata aitra coat)

HUSTON-TUTTLE

peat Rte hm, «e your descendant

During All These Years We Have
Furnished Monuments of
QUALITY AND VALUE
Good By Comparison

Chester Brooks
WARREN
CAMDEN

TEL 98
TEL. 2151

ROCKLAND
11-20

BUY THE TIRES
YOU NEED NOW
And Pay as Little as

BUILT WITH EXPERIENCE NO OTHER MAKER CAN MATCH
. . . Heywood-Wakefield furniture brings you the extra assurance of quality
and value that comes from 125 years of

furniture-making experience.

SPECIAL VALUES PREVAIL THROUGHOUT OUR STORE DURING FEBRUARY

PHONS THOMASTON 176

Knox-Lincoln-Waldo Counties

S-S-tf

Funeral Home

Ambulance Service

M 4

William E. Dornan & Son, Inc.

S«a<

or

.

Main Office-Showroom, Thomaston
Manufacturing Plant, East Union
- ia«-tf

s

Monarda Council No. 42 will ob
serve the 13th anniversary on
Tuesday Feb. 3 with a turkey sup
per at 6.30 p. m., followed by iniation. Those not solicited will pay
the usual amount lor supper.
Lloyd Calderwood of Gardiner,
w-as in town to attend the funeral
of his brother-in-law, Fernald F.
Ames. While here he was the guest
of his father, Clinton Calderwood.
The regular meeting of the
Youth Fellowship, with their lead
er, Mrs. Vera Johnson, will be held
in the Union Church vestry on
Sunday at 5.4o p. m. All from the
8th grade up are welcome.
Stated meeting of Marguerite
Chapter OES will be held Monday
evening at 830 with installation of
officers. Worthy Matron Doris R
Arey will be the installing officer
assisted (by Past Matron Leola
Smith. This will be a semi-private
installation, with refreshments and
dancing following the meeting.
Mrs. Dorothy Sutcliffe enter
Capt. Benjamin W. Dunton in characteristic pose
tained the Knit-Wits at her home
[During my youth Captain Benja was in my favor of the loyalty of
on Tuesday evening. A delicious
min Dunton lived on my street and t hose who had real power in the j luncheon was served by the host
he was the epitome of all my Eastern for the simple reason that ' ess. followed by an evening of han
young ideals. Straight as a ram they knew their jobs. I assisted Mr., diwork and conversation.
Church Meeting
rod, slender and handsome in his Austin in a good many ways dur-1
The Wednesday evening meeting
uniform with somehow inherent in I ing the first world war after his
right hand man, Andrew- Sides en- , «t Union Church this week was
him the calm air of command and
lered the service Mr. Sides was charge of the Church School Com
the certain knowledge that he was
one of the Easterns most valuable mittee. and conducted b.v Mrs Pat
destined to walk the high places men and Mr. Austin’s most reliable ,
ricia Crossman. Alter the repetition
in life—Ben Dunton had every
consultant in outside operations in ' of the Lords Prayer, the congrega
thing. He had too. the bluest eyes those days, and many times in1
tion jnired in singing "Faith Of
I ever saw and a face, stern in re those first World War years, I heard
Our Father” to open the religious
pose. which could, when he smiled,
Mr. Austin say “I wish Andrew service. Gladys Dyer accompanied
bring an answering smile to all
were here.” My office had Mr. at the piano.
those around him. I can see him
Side’s support and I have always j A varied program was then pre
saunter to the rail of his tail- I considered him my friend.
sented to the large appreciative
stacked Boothbay and signal the
Capt. Benjamin Dunton was ’ congregation. The Drogram fol
cast off" and the echo shattering skipper of the Boothbay while the , lows. Vocal solo. “My Heart Stood
whistle blast as though it were yes- Eastern owned her, up to the time '
Still,'' "With A Song Iu My Heart”
1 terday, and can be sure it was the she was taken over by the governsung by v—; Oakes, accompan
. same unassuming Capt. Dunton, ! ment. In early 1918 the Eastern
ied by Arthur Brown. A tribute to
who stood casually on the bridges was assigned to operate some lake Hazel Dyer, "The Roving Kind,”
of a succession of the world’s great steamers. Mr Austin held me re read by Margaret Page Hood. Valse
est ships.—Ed.l
sponsible to place on the first ship Triste’ by Sibelius, Arthur Brown,
Captain Walter E. Scott, long
we w-ere to operate a captain whom, pianist. We Every Day Artists,
time friend of Captain Dunton and we could depend on to make good.
sketches by Patricia Crossman. A
associate in the "Eastern” service I sent for Capt. Dunton and when closing hymn was sung by the con
pays tribute to Captain Dunton as
he came to my office I sent him to gregation followed by the benedic
our most
successful Downeast Detroit to take command of tlie tion. Refreshments were served by
Steamboat captain. His tribute is S. S. Lake Ormoc." Capt. Dunton
Pauline Hopkins and her commit
rerun from last week to correct a brough* her down from the Lakes tee.
proofreaders error.
stopping at Sydney, Cape Breton,
Night Hawks
Tribute To Capt. Dunton
for a cargo of coal. He brought it
Mrs. Doris S, Arey was hostess to
It would be a great honor to me j to Boston for discharge, ran her the Night Hawks at her home on
to dedicate this article to a great on the coast for awhile, until she Wednesday evening. An attractive
Penohscot Bay Captain, a lifelong was taken over by the Mallory and tasty lunch was served fea
friend of mine and a man who Line. He stayed on her as master turing some of Doris’ home-made
served me well, his good will, his until she w-as again turned over to lemon shertoert. Plans were com
loyalty to me and my office during the Bull
Steamship Company. pleted for a White Elephant party
World War I is unmeasurable in Later she was turned over to the to be heid at the home of Frances
i scope.
Ward Line. He remained with (he Gilchrist on next Wednesday. Each
There were a great many of the Ward Line and took over the first members is asked to bring two
j old timers who resented my ap tanker that was built for them in white elephants.
pointment to the office I held with Chester, Pa., the S. S. Agwimoon
the Eastern, as I was much young and afterward ali their new ships.
The world is having a hard time
er and my service with the Eastern ’
making up its mind whether to
had been much less in the terms t No country is competent to de come to peace or go to pieces.
of years, but the loyal officers who cide a great question 6anely until
Tlie best way to kill time is to
i understood the situation far off it can discuss it without namework lt to death.
set those who opposed, and much calling.

Before buying any
hearing aid.you owe it
to yourself to try
the 1953

»(W MAIN ST.

far fenerations to eome. We can

TELS. m-CM-M
Ut-112 UMEROCK BT.
ROCKLAND, MV

appreciation of the better type
programs the Station is endeavor
ing to give to music lovers. It
might interest you, too, to know
what Mr. Huber had written me
after seeing this particular col
umn:
“Your column in last Saturday's
Courier-Gazette points up a very
important factor in our program
planning. We try our best to sat
isfy to some degree, everyone who
listens to WRKD. It is not possi
ble to contact each listener per
sonally—so we must rely on volun
teered opinions, which come to our
office either via telephone or mail.
"As you probably know, ABC
broadcasts the Metropolitan Opera
every Saturday afternoon through
out the winter months—concluding
usually in March. WRKD will
definitely carry the opera each
Saiurday afternoon. I can’t be
positive about Piano Playhouse.”
•• • •
Announcement is made from the
Church of St. John the Evange
list. Beacon Hill, Boston, that St.
Gregory’s Day, March 12 will be
observed there with a musical Ser
vice at 8 o'clock in the evening.
The Schoia Cantorum. Everett Titcomb, will be assisted by George
Faxon, Organist of St. Paul’s
Cathedral, together with the choirs
of Alii Saints Church, Ashmont,
Stanley Rudnicki, Choirmaster,
and of Christ Church, Hyde Park,
Roy E. H. Carlson, Choirmaster.
Music lovers, especially those in
terested in liturgical music, who
might be in Boston at this time,
would find this musical service
most gratifying. I might add that
Mr. Titcomb is one of New Eng
land's outstanding musicians.
• • • •
Richard (Dick) Giles, baritone,
was presented in song recital un
der the auspices of the Northern
Conservatory of Music, Bangor, in
the recital hall of Symphony
House, Jan. 23, and was warmly
i
received for the splendid work done
,
by this gifted young singer. I am
so glad to have a program of his
recital which I am sharing with
you knowing your interest in this
local musician:
Recitative and aria: Ombra mai fu
(from the opera "Xerxes”)
Handel
Aria: Non lo diro col labbro,
(from the opera "Ptolemy")

BOOK CO.

9 CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

BURPEE

P»8e TTvw

Stonington Furniture Company
FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BUILDINO

352 MAIN STREET

TEL 980

ROCKLANO, MAINE
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USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

GRANGE NEWS OF KNOX-LINCOLN COUNTIES

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

Woodchipper Provides Mulch, Bedding, Litter From Woodland Waste

HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements in thia column not to exceed three lines Inaerted
once for 50 cento, three times, one dollar. Additional lines IS
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special notice! All “blind ads” so called. L e. advertisements
ehich require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gaiette
Office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without tbe cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gaxette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

TO LET

REAL ESTATE

REAL ESTATE
HAVE two Rents to let, good con
North End—$8000 House; $1600
dition: 5 rms; in each, bath, in
down,
balance
mortgaged through
one, complete. Inquire 171 So. Main
street. TEL. 1173-M.
14*lt FHA by monthly payments of
$51.29 which covers taxes, insur
UNFURNISHED Apt. to let in ance, interest and payment on
duplex house. Call 18 HOLMES principal; 5 rooms and bath, ce
gT.________________________ 13-15 ment cellar, hot air heat, excel
AFT to let, furnished, bath, re lent condition.
Northeni—Five-room House with
frigerator, oil heat, gas. garage,
rent reasonable at 136 TALBOT new kitchen, new bath, all rooms
newly-decorated,
newly shingled
AVE.______________________ 13'15
and newly painted. Large barn in
LARGE Roam to let at 22 School fair condition. 3 acres land, sills
St Kitchen privileges If desired. and underpinning solid, $6000.
TEL. 1448-W._______________ 13*15 This house is off the main road on
a black road. Good safe place for
FURNISHED
Apts
to
let. children. •
JOHNSON, 111 Pleasant St
We have three ranch style
_____________________ 149tf Homes,
newly built, in the $20,000
FTVE-Room modern Apartment, class, and several houses with one
with bath, to let; no anall children. or more apartments. If you are
TEL. 566-M.______________ 12'16 interested, we may have just what
you want. If we do not, we will
THREE-Room downstairs Apt. get it.
with bath to let Rent given to
If you are a Gl and want to buy
small family in exchange for meals on Direct Loan, I suggest that you
for a shut-in. Apply at once. call at the office and if you can
MILDRED STETSON, 21 Knox I meet the requirements, it will be
St.. Thomaston._____________ 12*14 J possible for you to own a home.
FOUR-Room Apt. with bath to 1 Do this now as it is a long process.
let. Hot w’ater Aho 2 furnished That is all!
JAMES S. OOUSENS,
rooms with flush; 34 Fulton St.
Licensed Real Estate Broker,
TEL. 1379-R.
lltf
170 Maverick St.,
Rockland.
TWO Rooms, bath, kitchenette,
Tel. 1538
14-lt
unfurnished, to let, 212 Main St
TEL. 194-R.
6tf

UNFURN 4-room heated Apt.
to let, thermostatic control, elec
kitchen range, elec, refrig., hot and
oold water, flush, $8 per week;
4 Rankin St., over Carr’s Store
TEL. 25 after 6 p. m. or before
8.30 p. m.
ltf

FTVE-Room downstairs Apt. to
let. TEL. 213-M.______________ ltf
FIVE Room Upstairs Apt. with
flush to let, 5 rm. 1st floor with
bath ARTHUR PEASE, Thomas
ton 169-13.
5tf
THREE-Room Unfurn Apt. with
bath to let; 19 SOUTH ST
12*14
FURNISHED and Unfurn Apts
to let Central and No End loca
tions. Inquire 11 JAMES ST. 119tf

V
Photos by Cullen

i
I

[
,

FURNISHED COTTAGES
MAINE ESTATE
SAFETY HARBOR, FLORIDA
Close to St. Petersburg, Clear
water and Tampa.
Write for information circular

139-tf

WANTED
ONE Room heated Apt., light
housekeeping, wanted. Central. $30
month. TEL. 1395-J.
14-16
LIVE Crabs wanted to buy, 2c a
I piece. Contact WILLIAM BUTMAN. Tel. 1003-M._________ 14-16

WOMAN for general housework
and cooking wanted. Apply In Per
SANDING Machine and Polisher son. EVELYN MORRIS HUNNEto let. Also a Wall Paper Steamer I WELL, Tenant’s Harbor.
14-16
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT
OO 440 Main St
ltf THE FULLER BRUSH COMPANY
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts has an immediate opening ln the
to let on Willow 8t TEL 939 or Thomaston, Waldoboro area. Es
1219.
101tf tablished territory, regular custom
ers $60 per week guaranteed to
HEATED and unheated furnished start. Car necessary, references re
Apts to let V F STUDLEY, 77 quired. Write EBEN RANDLETT.
Park St
Tela 806(1 or 1234
lt< Camden, Maine.
13-15

WANTED: To buy discarded or
broken Bicycles or Tricycles.
RAYE’S CRAFT SHOP, Prescott
BLONDE Storkline Crib and Street.
13*18
enulne Kantwet mattress for sale,
AN
8-day
striking
Ship
’
s
Bell
.ike new. CALL 1515-W.
14*16
BOXER Puppies for sale; golden Clock wanted. Please give price
description. Address P O
awns from champion stock AKC and
13*15
egistered. Ideal pets, watch dogs BOX 118. Rockland.
nd companions. Price reasonable.
WANTED: Ushers, must be 16
JEER MEADOW FARM. Lincoln- years of age, neat appearance and
ille, Maine. Tel. 3-4684.
14-16 courteous. Apply In Person, MAN
12-14
THE new 1963 English Austin, AGER, Strand Theatre.
now on display at W D. HEALD ~DEPENDABLE“Man of middle^
your Austin dealer, Camden, Me. age desires part time Job. prefer
13-18 ably clerical work, but would con
DISSTON-one-man Chain Saws, sider a Janitorship ln an office
model DO-101 for sale Price now building or store. Address letter
reduced from $372 to $322 Dlsston. to H, % of The Courier-Gazette or
12*14
the saw with more stability. C. Tel. 173-M.
M BURGESS & SON, Union. Tel.
WANTED: To give away, for the
48-3.
13*17 cutting, excellent pulp wood and
PLATFORM Rocker for sale; stove wood, right close to a main
also Ski Suit, size 14. TEL. 433-R. high road. See ALBERT TOL
12-19
12*14 MAN. West Rockport, Me.
and
Repair
FIVE new milch Cows for sale; ~"ALTERATIONS
also early cut baled hay. PeteK work wanted at 501 Main St..
EDWARDS. Limerock St.
Tel. I Bicknell Block. Apt. 1. MAE
806-J.______________________ 12-14 CROSS. Tel 508-RK._______ 13-16
EARLY cut good quality baled Cesspools and Septic Tanks
Hay for sale. NEIL RUSSELL
Cleaned by Machine
Tel. 408._________________ lltf
C. E. FENDERSON
SIX 6-ft. plate glass Showcases
SANITARY SERVICE
for sale. LLOYD’S PHARMACY.
Call Rockland. Tel. 1314
Main St.
ltf
or Old Orchard Beach, Ptld 62051
COMPRESSOR for sale, garage
or Write Saco, Maine
model In excellent condition. 4
10*15
cubic feet. Call BICKNELL Mfg
PAY up back bills. Earn steady
Co., 360.
155-tf
income representing Avon Products.
ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
Women
needed
in Rockland,
Trap Stock, largest supply In Thomaston, Camden, Lincolnville,
Maine. INDEPENDENT LOBSTER Palermo, Liberty, Warren, Wash
OOMPANY. Rockland Tel. 303.
129tf ington. White MRS. RUSSELL
JOHNSON, Augusta Road, Water
ville.________________________ 8*16
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
RESTAURANT AND
j Union St.. Grove St. entrance Tel
; 1680. EVA AMES._________ 12*17
MALT BEVERAGE
IRON, Steel. Metal. Rags and
Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR
BUSINESS
DON & SON. 6 Leland St., Tel.
123-W.
98tf
IN BELFAST, MAINE
DON’T discard your old or
will net $2 00.00 per week : antique furniture. Call. H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and replus. Ideal for 2 partners.
flnishlng; 48 Masonic St. Tel.
j 1106-M
ltf

FOR SALE

Price $10,000

Name your own deal! Bal. on
mortgage. Please no curiosity
leekers. Contact:

EGGS & CHICKS

BLACK sex-link Pullet Chicks
I for sale; bred fOT high egg produc
tion and resistance to leukosis. We
"UNCLE BEN"
also have the Silver-Cross ROKES
POULTRY FARM, Cobb Road.
|n MAIN ST.
BELFAST, ME.
I Camden. Me. Tel. 2261
13tf
TEL. 704
14*lt
SEX-Link Chickens from Pul
lorum Clean U. 8 Approved stock
for sale. The same fine chicks
you have had for over ten years.
Straight run 15Hc: pullets 31c.
CLAYT BITLER
DUTCH NECK HATCHERY. Mel
Wants to See YOU About ville Davis. Tel. 122-23 Waldoboro.
lOtf
SEX-Link Chicks for sale Maine
U S. Approved Pullorum clean,
SNOW and MUD
high egg producing stock, very low
mortality. BYRON MILLS, Wal
RETREADING
doboro. TeL 51-3.
W

(oodAem

A workman feeds a branch into the hopper of the woodchipper which will accept up to a six inch
A torrent of chips pour out of the chute leading from the chipper blades. Size of the chips can be
It takes a three man crew to keep up with the hungry controlled by the operator. The picture above shows clearly the method of mounting the unit on a medium
chipper which whips waste woods through the cutters and out the chute at high speed. Once started into size tractor. Power is supplied from the tractor's pow er takeeff with vee belts driving the cutter head.
the blades, the stick is drawn ahead rapidly by the action of the chipper.
Mounting the unit on a vehicle which can easily travel over woodland is advocated.

I stick; with adequate power in the driving unit.

Bob Umberger, State forester ln i waste, including slabs if necessary,l
the Knox-Lincoln Area, came up three times faster than burning.
Blades of the machine are ad
with a new wrinkle, as far as this
justable to the point where chips
section is concerned, for the dispo
ranging from one quarter inch in
sal of woodland brush this week.
diameter to an inch or more can
Not only did he shew how the toe produced at will.
trick could be done but he showed
Genthner, who is a farm ma
where woodland w’aste could be chinery dealer, plans to establish
turned into mulch for any use; or a rental system for the unit. He
into litter for poultry houses, and will also stage other demonstra
livestock bedding.
tions in various parts of the area
The rig used was a wood chip in the near future.
per owned by Roy Genthner of
Waldoboro who demonstrated the
Just Too. Too Bad
device on the farm of Einar Han His brakes were poor and his lights
son in Warren Monday afternoon.
were dim
The device was mounted on the (But things like that never both
head end of a medium-size tractor
ered him).
and driven by belts from the trac His heart was light and his cour
tor’s power takeoff.
age good—
The chipper is a simple device, So he sped along as fast as he
being a set of knives on a drum
could.
which is revolved at high speeds He Just didn't see that car in time
toy the power plant. Brush, limbs I (Hence, the occasion for this
and woodland waste is fed into a
rhyme.)
hopper, the sides of which taper The boys on the corner freely state:
down to the width and height of j "A case of too little . . . and too
the cutter drum.
I
late.”
Wood fed into the blades pulls
itself along by the action of the
It’s much harder to pull a man’s
machine. The chips are fed out leg when he has both feet on the
ln a torrent to one side of the ma ground.
chine where they can be spread
out, if they are to remain in the
Education is what you have left
woods, or can be loaded on a truck even after you have forgotten all
for distribution.
the facts.
The Soil Conservation Service
issues a leaflet, numbered 323 and
titled “Wood Chips For the Land"
which gives a pretty complete story
of wood chipping and the uses to
which the chips can be put. El
roy Gross, soil conservationist for
the Knox-Lincoln Area would have
the leaflets, or oould obtain them
for interested farmers. Bob Um
berger doubtless has a supply also
Umberger and County Agent Gil
Jaeger can see uses galore for the
device in this area where there are
hundreds of poultry houses with
Holland's great new
the owner having a merry time to
twine-tie baler
find litter at halfway reasonable
cost.
To go with the demand for lit
The
ter, there are many woods opera
N
ew Holland
tions going on which could furnish
raw material in almost unlimited Most compact baler ever built
quantities for the chipper.
Costs hundreds of dollars less!
Bob pointed out Monday that in «
The
Surprise oi a life time! That's- the
the business of disposing of waste
New Holland ”66"! We'll wager you've
from woods operations, the chipper never seen a baler so compact in’de
can care for limbs and other sign ... so completely new — feature

unwhipped, it Is well-liked in salad
World-Wlde Reputation
dressings.
Workers at the Maine Agricultural
Whipping sour cream gives a Experiment Station have a world
smoother and stiffer consistency wide reputation.
even for any recipe which does not
That was proved agafn this week
Care Of Silk Stockings and Special call for cooking, according to de with the receipt at the Experiment
partment cookery specialists. As Station offices in Orono of a Scan
Souring Of Cream Discussed Today with sweet cream, it is important dinavian agricultural Journal pub
not to overwhip sour cream or it lished in Stockholm, Sweden.
will turn to butter.
Swediih agricultural scientists
for many dishes and a delectable
Dear Homemaker:
Sincerely,
writing about potato aphids had
Watch the girl who sells them for ingredient in others, can be made
Winifred Ramsdell
quoted the Maine scientists several
at home from fresh, sweet cream.
Home Demonstration Agent times ln their articles and had
tips on saving hosiery. The sales
It can also be purchased from many
given them credit ln their list of
girl knows that smooth handling commercial dairies in the larger
references.
Probate Notices
pays to avoid snags that lead to cities.
STATE OF MAINE
4-H Enrollment Passes 4500
runs and ruin. So she keeps her
Dairy specialists of the U. S. De
To all persons intereeted in
Enrollment in 4-H club projects
hands and fingernails smooth and partment of Agriculture recom either of the estates hereinafter in Maine reached 4575 on Jan. 1.
named:
avoids wearing rings that might mend specially prepared sour cream
At a Probate Court held at This was 888 ahead of last year's
over
cream
that
has
become
sour
Rockland, in and for the County of total on the same date, reported
catch and pull the delicate fabric.
in or out of the refrigerator. Cream Knox, on the twentieth day of Kenneth C. Lovejoy, State 4-H
In stores, hosiery Is kept in smooth
which has turned sour over a num January, in the year of our Lord Clvb leader for the Maine Exten
boxes, each pair separated by ber of days is unlikely to have that one thousand nine hundred and
fifty-three, ar.d by adjournment sion Service.
smooth paper.
clean acid flavor which is de from day to day from the twentieth
day of said January The following
Such stress on smoothness may sirable.
Notices of Appointment
To prepare sour cream from matters having been presented for
seem extreme unless you count the
I. WIL1J3 R VINAL, Register of
the action thereupon hereinafter
cost of casualties from contacts sweet cream simply calls for adding indicated it is hereby ORDERED; Probate for the County of Knox,
That notice thereof be given to in the State of Maine, hereby cer
with rough surfaces. Probably no buttermilk, tlie specialists explain.
all persons interested, by causing a tify that In the following estates
other item of women's wear needs Here are the directions:
the persons were appointed Ad
Shake bottle of sweet cream oopy of this order to be published ministrators. Executors, Guardians
such care as hosiery.
three weeks succeesively in The and Conservators and on the dates
thoroughly and pour out about half Caurier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
How To Smooth the Way For
of lt. Shake buttermilk thorough lished at Rockland, in said County, hereinafter named.
Stocking
MERVYN E FLANDERS, late of
ly. For each pint of cream to be that they may appear at a Probate
1. Keep stockings ln a smooth soured, add about five teaspoons of Ccurt to be held at said Rcckland Rockland, deceased. January 2,
1853 Hazel Flanders of Rockland
container, each pair separate, in the buttermilk to the cream in the on the seventeenth day of Febru wa- appointed executrix, without
ary. A D. 1953 at ten o’clock in the
stead of tumbling them together in bottle. Four back enough cream to forenoon, and be heard thereon if bond.
a drawer where they may catch on fill the bottle to within three- they see cause.
MEDA SIMMONS of Thomas
rough wood or something else in fourths of an inch of the top. Place
HELEN L. CARR, late of Thom ton January 2. 1953 Ruth Feyler
the drawer. Satin-lined hosiery a lid or stopper on the bottle and aston. deceased. Will and Codicil WaWace of Thomaston waa ap
and Petition for Probate thereof pointed Guardian and qualified by
boxes are for sale.
shake well. Set the bottle of cream asking that the same may be filing bond on January 7. 1963.
2. Stores advise rinsing new in a warm place, 70 to 85 degrees, proved and allowed and that Let
TYIER SIMMONS of Thomas
stocking before bearing them and for 24 hours. The cream is then ters Testamentary issue to Frank ton. January 2. 1953 Ruth Feyler
then washing after each day's wear. ready for use but it will improve D Elliot of Thomaston, he being Wallace of Thomaston was ap
This helps keep them in shape for in body if stored in a refrigerator the executor named therein, with pointed guardian and qualified by
filing bond on January 7, 1953.
out bond.
a good fit and prevents possible for a day.
MARILLA M. PIPER, late of
ESTATE HARRY T. SMALL,
damage from perspiration. Nylon is
Whipped sour cream makes a late of Rockland, deceased. Peti Thomaston, deceased. January 20,
affected by some acids, and silk by tangy garnish for such soups as tion for Administration asking IE 53 Clifford G. Fernald of Thom
aston was appointed executor and
alkaline substances.
cream of pea, bean or beet soup. ! that Charles W. Livingston of
3. Even If you wash only a pair With horseradish and other fla Rcckland or some other suitable qualified by filing bond on same
person, be appointed administra date.
at a time, it may pay to wash ln a voring, whipped sour cream is a tor, without bond.
FRANK A. WINSLOW, late of
cheese-cloth bag as a protection happy idea for meat sauce. And lt
ESTATE WAYNE GRAY of Rockland, deceased. January 20,
against snag. Use lukewarm milk makes the basis of a flne tart cu Rockland. Petition for license to 1353 John M. Richardson of Rock
suds of soap or other detergent. cumber sauce for fish. Whipped or sell certain real estate situated in land was appointed executor and
Rockland and described in said qualified by filing bond on January
Squeeze the bagful in the washpetition, presented by Maude A. 21, 1953.
water and then in rinse-water. Roll
STATE OF MAINE
Gray of Rockland. Guardian.
GRACE G. JOHNSTON, late of
IN SENATE. January 14. 1953
the bag in a bath towel to remove
ESTATE WILLIAM A. ANDER Rockland, deceased. January 20,
ORDERED,
the
House
concurring
1953
Alden P. Johnston of Warren
excess moisture. Then either dry
that no bill for private or special SON, late of Thomaston, deceased.
the stockings in the bag or hand legislation be received by this leg Petition for license to sell certain was appointed executor, without
bond.
them over in a bath towel. Never islature after 1 o’clock on the aft real estate situated in Thomaston
and Rockland and fully described
W. GEORGE PAYSON, late of
ernoon
of
Thursday,
February
5,
hang hose on a rough rack or pin
in said petition, presented by Ellen Union, deceased. January 20, 1953
them on a line to flop in a breeze. 1953. and that no other bill or re E. Emery of Thomaston, adminis Grevis F Payton of Union was ap
solve be received by this legisla
pointed administrator,
without
Never dry in hot sun or near a hot ture after 1 o’clock on the after tratrix.
ESTATE ARTHUR S SMAL- bond.
radiator.
noon
of
Thursday,
February
12,
after feature.
J. HOMER NELSON, late of
4. The life of your stockings may 1953. except by unanimous consent i LEY. late of Rockland, deceased.
You'll be amaxed the first time you see
January 20.
in the body in which it is intro First and Final Account presented Warren, deceased.
depend on how you put them on. duced:
the ”66”. It's shorter and lower than
:
for
allowance
by
Edwin
R
Edwards
1953. Frances S. Nelson of Warren
and it is further
most balers of its type on the market.
Many a run in a brand new stock
and
Anthony
Smalley,
executors.
was
appointed
executrix
and quali
ORDERED, that for the purpose
It's designed to operate at full efficiency
ing has started by putting toes in of this Order, ail bills and resolves
ESTATE RUTH C. BARLOW, fied by filing bond on same date.
with one- or two-plow tractor. Best of
HENRY C. WYLLIE. late of
the top and then jerking or pulling which have been filed wtih the late of Thomaston, deceased First
all. it's priced so low that now even
Director of Legislative Research
small-acreage forms can afford the
on fast. Safest way to don hosiery within the time limits herein pro and Final Account presented for Warren, deceased. January 20.
allowance
by
Wendell
E.
Barlow,
I
1953
Anita E. Messer of Warren
finest in baling equipment.
is to roll the stocking down to its vided shall be considered as re administrator.
j was appointed executrix and qualiNow you can enjoy the full benefits of
foot, place your foot in Its toe, then ceived, provided such bills and re
ESTATE CARL W. MOFFITT, i fied by filing bond on same date.
having yo-r own baler. You can bale
gently roll it up, guiding the seam solves shall be properly titled and late of Rockland, deceased. Tenth
your hay tne moment it's ready to come
MAURICE YOUNG, late of
accompanied by the information Account presented for allowance Rockland, deceased. January 20,
in. And in the field you'll find it hard to
as you go.
required to prepare the bill. Such by National Bank of Commerce of , 1953 Adah E. Roberts of Rockland
believe your eyes when you see how
5. Worn shoe
linings, rough bills and resolves In process of Portland, Trustee.
the "66" gobbles up the windrow. Noth
was appointed executrix, without
edges on shoes or shoe buckles, or preparation shall be reported by
ing seems to stop it. It can kick out 6
ESTATE JACK HAVISTO, some bond.
the
Director
of
Legislative
Re

firm, square bales a minute ... package
even rough callouses on the feet
JAMES IIALDEN ROBERTS,
search to the Legislature on the times known as JACK HAAVISTO
up to 7 tons of hay in an hour! And it
can catch and snag hose. Just now first legislative day of each week, or JACK HARVESTO, late of War late of Rockland, deceased. Janu
bales anything — clover, prairie hay,
ren,
deceased.
First
and
Final
Ac

ary
20. 1953 Allston P Roberts of
starchy petticoats snd stiffened commencing February 24 and con
sudan grass, maize.
count presented for allowance by
was appointed execu
underskirts or hems are in high tinuing so long as any bills or re Christy C. Adams, administrator. Vinalhaven
Come in and see us right away! We re
tor, and qualified toy filing bond
solves
remain
ln
process
of
prep

ready and waiting to show you a ”66”.
fashion but they can play havoc
ESTATE JACK HAVISTO, some- on January 23, 1963.
aration in the office of the Direc
We'd like to go over this wonderful
with hose. So can rough places on tor of Legislative Research; and tibes known as JACK HAAVISTO
GEORGE A. TURNER, late of
grassland machine with you point by
I or JACK HARVESTO, late of War Isle au Haut, deceased. January
furniture. A little sandpapering or it is further
point . . . give you positive proof you
ren,
deceased.
Petition
for
dis20,
1953 Charles H. Turner of Isle
can t buy better at the price!
ORDERED, that any bill or re
waxing of a rough chair or table
solve which shall be received in ■ tribution presented by Christy C. au Haut was appointed administra
leg
thus
may
save
hosiery
bills.
A full line of balers!
tor and qualified by filing bond on
either body of this Legislature by Adams, administrator.
If you find a snag ln a stocking, unanimous consent after the times
ESTATE ALBERT L. LAWRY. January 21, 1953.
The New Holland ”66” proudly takes its
puli it inside where it is less likely above set shall stand referred to late of Friendship, deceased. Peti
INEZ D. MacDONALD, late of
place with the famous ”77" twine-tie
to catch and pull. Sometimes you the Ninety-seventh Legislature if tion for determination ot value Union, deceased. January 20, 1963
and the Mighty "80” wire-tie — with
consent for its recep presented by Stella M. Lawry ot Harold W. Flanders of Waldoboro
the highest capacity balers in the world.
can halt a tiny hole by mending unanimous
tion is not given ln the other body- Friendship, widow.
was appointed administrator and
No matter what material you bale or
with yarn raveled from a worn in concurrence. This Order shall
ESTATE EMMA SNOW, late of qualified by filing bond on same
what field conditions you work under,
stocking. Keep a few ravebngs not apply to bills reported by any North Haven, deceased. Petition date.
no matter whether you feed, sell or
rolled on a spool in your mending Joint standing or Joint select com for Administration asking that
custom bale, there's a New Holland
CLINTON E. McLAIN. late of
mittee ln the regular course of
that can do the job faster, better and at
basket, the
specialists suggest. business, nor to such bills and re Clarence J. Stone of North Haven, Thomaston, deceased. January 20.
lower cost. Come in and look at YOUR
Other thrifty uses for old stock solves as are Intended only to or some other suitable person, be 1953 Ruth B. McLain of Thomas
New Holland today.
appointed administrator, without ton was appointed executrix, with
ings. Painters use them for strain facilitate the business of the I bond.
out bond.
•ee it now atyou^uthonxe^
Ninety-sixth
Legislature,
and
lt
is
ing psint. Some homemakers reESTATE ISAAC L. HAMMOND,
LORENZO BROOKER, late Of
further
j port that nylons are resilient
New Holland dealer
ORDERED, that the Secretary late ot Rockland, deceased. First Warren, deceased October 21, 1052
enough to make good stuffing for of the Senate shall cause a oOpy and Fina! account presented for Dennis H. Brooker of Wolcott,
of this Order to be published in all | allowance by Myrtle M. Hammond, Connecticut was appointed admin
C. M. BURGESS pillows.
istrator and qualified by fltei
the daily and weekly papers of the executrix.
Sour Cream At It’s Best
Witness, HARRY E. WILBUR bond on January 20, 1963. Alfred
state, commencing Tuesday, Janu
& SON
Here's an interesting food item ary 20. 1953. and continuing up Judge of Probate Court for Knox M. Strout of Thomaston was ap' pointed Agent in Maine.
UNION, ME.
TEL. 49-3
that you may want for your recipe to and Including Thursday, Feb County, Rockland, Maine.
Attest:
Attest:
13*14***17
ruary 12. 1953
(8. P- 29).
file.
WTLLIS R- VINAL, Register.
WILLIS R. VINAL, Register.
CHESTER T. WINSLOW,
Sour cream, a favorite garnish 9-19
14-8—20Secretary ot Senate.
14-8-20

We’ve got it!

LOST AND FOUND
TAN Collie Dog, with one white
paw lost. Answers to name of
“King,” Lie. 38389 Reward. MRS
GILBERT KNIGHT. Lincolnville.
14-16
TWO Fox Hounds lost, male, lie.
No. 72017, color blue tich, female
lie. No. 72016, color white with
black and brown markings, last
seen in vicinity of Prison Farm. If
found please notify EDWARD
GENTHNER,
Waldoboro.
Tel.
166-5.
12-14

MISCELLANEOUS
MRS. E. B SLEEPER, recently
with Walker's Tailor Shop, will be
at home, 239 Cedar St. and is pre
pared to make dresses, suits, coats,
and all kinds ot furwork. Altera
tions on same. Reasonable prices.
TEL. 36.
132-S-tf
HAVE YOU PROBLEMS?
Send five questions, $1.00 stamped
envelope. REV. RUTH MATHIAS,
advisor, 827 Broadway, Everett,
Mass. Full page reading enclosed
—nlv
153-S-tf
|
FOB EXPECTANT
MOTHERS ONLY
If you guess exact day of arrival,
you will receive free a baby auto
seat. Register now at MEREDITH
FURNITURE CO., Rockland.
:_____________________________ 6tf■
SraOER Sewing Mfg Co. Sales
Service and Repair. Write or Call
258 Water 8t.. Augusta, Tel. 3770 or
I Rockland Rep., John C. Benson,
376 Broadway, Rockland, TEL.
836-W.
144-tf |
SECOND-Hand Furniture bought
and sold. TeL 1374-W. C. W.
SEWALL.
lOTtf i

HOME DEMONSTRATION AGENT NOTES

Tifetey-Tfcundtt-Saturcbt
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FARM AND GRANGE NEWS OF INTEREST IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
iTlofes.

of

“Pop” Wentworth Honored By People He Served For 32 Years

a

Any poultryman will admit that
Pretty soon, the feathers begin
a person afraid of a Uttle din to sprout and then the air is filled
should never go near a hen house writh that down and believe me
ar« there ls no question but tliat several thousand chicks can sited
a man’s Sunday clothes cannot be a lot of down. But those feathers
worn ln a henhouse very long be are not the final crop be any man
fore they show definite signs of ner of means, they keep on molting
hls occupation. However most of us from time to time until they reach
are familiar with the adage that full growth. Finally, -If they are
the dirt you can see will not do pullets, they emerge with really
you any harm.
beautiful feather coats and then
But many persons who we see the owner ls ready to start cdHectusually In conventional street at ing eggs.
tire have occupations that have
Those feathers tell a lot of sto
more or less disagreeable aspects ries to the expert poultryman.
at times. AU who deal with the When the chickens are healthy,
health and sickness of human be their coats are smooth and well
ings as weU as accidents have kept. Any trouble and those fea
highly distasteful tasks. The men thers begin to roughen and take
'who crawl beneath our automobiles, on a lifeless look. If chickens are
'service our plumbing, clean our not warm enough, their feathers
fjtffiace
ces, tar our roads, etc., all are ruffled, if coccidiosis is pre
have titasks that are neither soil sent the feathers show it, ap
nor odor free.
proaching respiratory trouble shows
Again we have those who meet up tn the feathers. Later on, when
with groups of humans, such as the pullets have been laying a
ib-.—•—■.
school teachers, and though their while, any pullet that still looks
i
. MObub u.y cuiieQ
tasks may be pleasant in many sleek is eyed with suspicion for the
Farm people of the Coastal Area honored Ralph and Helen Wentworth at a reception in Waldoboro
Commissioner of Agriculture Fred Nutter, left joined the reception line with the Wentworths, in comAbove
is Commissioner
ways, there are problems, especi real workers have begun to look Wednesday night on the occasion of hls retirement following22 years of service to the fanners of the sec- pany with Commissioner Al Nuttingof the Forestry Department, not pictured.
ally with the youngsters ln the rather shabby. When the poultry- tion. Above, Kalph, center, and Mrs. Wentworth admire a power saw which was the gift of the members of Nutter, Mrs. Wentworth and Ralph, who is greeting his son, James, with whom he operates their Hope farm
,, „_ ..
. . ,_ .
.
■„ r-u. . . ii k, « ,11.,
and orchards, and President Herbert Spear of the K-L Extension Association. The party, which started at
mor, than 200 friends feted the popular couple. Pop may
(lower grades and there ls always man is checking hls flock, he can the Knox-Lmcoln Extension Association. With the couple is Chester Light of Waldoboro who was a member „ 0.(,1)>ck lOntinued unViI „„ after mfdni)fht
[more danger of contracting con- find a story in the wing feathers of the executive committee which hired “Pop’ back in 1920 when he opened the first Extension office in
officially retired, but there are many who expect to see him back in the blueberry fields next year on a
special assignment.
[tagious diseases.
that show whether or not a bird Lhe town of Warren.
Fortunately, our senses become a is in production.
stunt was won by Sister Hawkins
food sale first. Ellen Maxcey, Pat throu-h committeemen or county
[Uttle dulled by repetitive sights,
Hens have wonderful eyes, far
4-H Doings
of St. George.
Martlne and Karen Megquier are offices if the Production and Mar
ounds and smells. The layman sharper than those of a human be
THE GRANGE CORNER
A prayer for Grange members
the oommittee in charge of ar keting Administration.
for breath in a poultry house ing. Those eyes are both micro
NEWS OF THE GRANGES IN KNOX AND LINCOLN COUNTIES
Club Girls To Participate In rangements.
was read by Evelyn St. Clair.
ause of strong ammonia fumes, scopic and telescopic and there is
L. A. Chatto, executive officer at
D.A.R. Style Show At
ret the owner merely grins and mighty Uttle that escapes Mrs.
Weymouth Grange
D.A.R. Style Show
the State PMa office, explained to
•e^arks that it ls often much Biddy. Those eyes tell a story too
Museum On Feb, 2
The First and Second Degrees
Freda Hili of Warren Wonder day that farmers may purchase
Owl's Head Grange
itronger than that. Thousands of The poultryman learns a lot j suming that you have a good strain | On Jan. 27 Third and Fourth De were conferred on four candidates
Workers is wearing the dress she these soil building materials di
Appleton
jusy feet will churn coarse saw about his flock by looking each
made far the 4-H Style Show last rectly from dealers, or have them
of layers, constant culling ia vital. grees were conferred by Master at the meeting of Monday. The
Vanessa Moody and Shirley year at a meeting of the D.A.R. in
dust into micro-particles that waft bird in the eye. First class fowl [ One could go further in raising the Robert Murray on a class of six ladies’ degree team of Acorn
furnished through the Agricultural
through the air in clouds and set have bright clear eyes, while those
percentage by taking out all birds candidates: Joan Philbrook, Sylvia Grange of Cushing will confer the Simpson made yeast bread while Rockland Monday afternoon. Feb. 2 Conservation Program under Its
tle inch thick on everything in the out of condition have eyes that are
not laying at the moment, but that Raynes, Cynthia Palmer, Beatrice Third and Fourth Degrees on the Selma Sherman. Betty Siprowl and at the Farnsworth Museum. Other conservation materials plan.
building. The poultryman pays no often dull looking.
Harvey. Jeanne Stewart and Pa same candidates during the meet Beverly Griffin made yeast rolls at 4-H girls are also planning to at
is going too far.
Attention to these problems, but
A Jagged pupil writh a graying ef
ing of next Monday.
tend and wear dresses made in
A good many think they have re
tricia Raynes.
their meeting in January’.
Most
hens
have
brief
rest
periods
vhen the house is empty a differ fect indicates a form of leucosis
their 4-H projects.
A fish chowder was served follow
formed when as a matter of fact
A
harvest
supper
was
served
be

The next meeting ls planned for
ent kind of odor that is several and while that bird may stiU be and go broody from time to time fore the meeting.
ing the last meeting and refresh
Loana S. Shibles. 4-H Club agent, they’ve merely grown too old for
times as offensive makes one eager dropping eggs, lt will not be for but these hens will soon be back
ments are planned next Monday February 14 when a Valentine will show slides of the State 4-H sinning.
Mir.
bers
of
Owl
’
s
Head
Grange
laying.
One
must
learn
to
tell
the
party will be held for all cf the Style Show held at University of
[to get the building cleaned out as long and there should be no delay
are Invited to attend a harvest sup All Grangers are welrcme to at
small children In their community, Maine last July. Girls from the
quickly as possible.
in getting the bird to market. difference between a bird that is per at Weymouth Grange on Feb tend.
so reports the secretary, Selina heme economic classes in Rockland
In spite of ail this dust and dirt That is where a lot of poultrymen taking a brief rest and one which 2. Members who attend are asked
W'essaweskeag Grange
out
of
production
for
good
is
Sherman.
PKSLCO
the poultry business seems to be a slip up. After the flock has been in
are participating also in this show
to take sweets. The Acorn Grange
Games were played before the
Frank Reed, our Maine poultry team will confer the degrees.
Camden
healthful one. Only those with production for a while some birds
meeting Wednesday in charge of
Dr. Briwa In Knox County
TELE-TOWER
Knitting was .the subject taught
sthma or some other respiratory cannot “take it” and begin to fade specialist took up the subject of
Refreshments for the social on Lillian Rackliff with the proceed#
Dr Kathryn Briwa. Extension
Leghorns
ln
his
monthly
"Poultry
at the seventh meeting of the
(trouble have difficulties.
Most of them do not die over night
Jan. 30 are ln charge of Hilda go.ng to the Polio Fund.
foods specialist from Orono, will
fvhen these little balls of down, but fade gradually until they are Topics,” and discussed the situa Niles, and on Feb. 3. Aletha Munro.
Free Showing
Master Morris F. Raye installed Mount Battle 4-H Club, by one of demonstrate canning and freezing
tion
In
a
very
comprehensive
man

the
mothers,
Mrs.
Forert
Spear.
known as day old chicks arrive, a walking skeletons. Generally it ls
A supper will be served by the Marieta Mealey as Ceres. A rein
at a meeting in the Farnsworth
of Television
To earn money for the club, the
hundred of them weigh only about leucosis, one ot the leading causes ner. Mr. Reed urges us all to watch men on Feb. 25. It will be followed statement was granted to Ralph B
Museum Thursday Feb. 12 at
girls have chosen three tilings
[11 pounds. It is still amazing to me of death among laying hens. Il our steps a little before we go Leg by an entertainment and dance. Tyler.
IN YOUR OWN HOME
1 p. m.
vhat those little fellows will do to one feeds grain or pellets on the horns all the way. Anyone who is Robert Murray is chairman with
The lecturers polio march was which they may do, have a cookie
All 4-H leaders. Extension food
(the sawdust litter on the floor, litter, it ls quite easy to spot these thinking about a flock of Leghorns Arthur Decker and Herbert Lllbby won by Stella Elwell who auctioned sale, a c?ke sale, and make an leaders and anyone with canning
which may be six inches deep when [ birds as they do not join the mad for this season would do well to get on the committee.
off her prize, a cake, Joseph Baum afghan. It was decided to have a and freezing problems is welcome
they arrive and only four Inches scramble, but stay along the edges a copy of this bulletin, If he is not
Margaret Greeley, Grace Kirk being the highest bidder.
to attend.
Already receiving lt by mail.
'deep a week after they have been of the house.
and Marcia Greene were reported
Music for the evening was fur surer, Bertha Sleeper and Clerk,
Ruby Makinen. Directors are Helen Orders lor Conservation Materials
According to Mr. Reed, the pic sick.
running on it. How many miles
In the poultry business, the per
nished by Myrtle Makinen.
[does a chick run in the course of centage of lay is all important and ture ls not quite as bright as some
Traveling Grange No. 1 will meet
Many Maine farmers whose 1953
At the close of the meeting a cor Hill, Jesse Sleeper and Mildred
[a day, it must be quite a distance . the only way to keep this percent- enthusiasts have painted it, al at Owl's Head on Feb. 10.
poration meeting was held with Mills and chairman Gilford Butler. conservation plans include the use
It was voted to amend the by of lime and fertilizer to carry out
[to pound down a square foot of llt- ; age up for long periods of time ls though he does not advise against
The lecturer’s march was won by election of the following officers:
ter in so short a time. That's what to keep the flock free from diseased a trial run.
Sister Gregory of St. George. A President, Morris F. Raye; Trea- laws. Refreshments were served at soil building practices are placing
the close of the meeting. The next their orders now. Orders for lime
most of them have, a square foot I and incompetent birds. There are
meeting will be Feb. 11.
I other factors, of course, but asach.
and fertilizer may be placed

lbs—_____________________________________
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Your Camden

Serving Rockland

Dealer

POULTRY - DAIRY

and Vicinity

STOCK

of
WIRTHMORE

WIRTHMORE

HI-ENER-G

HI-ENER-G

STARTER AND BROILER

WIRTHMORE

STARTER AND BROILER

RATION

improved

RATION

RANKIN GRAIN CO.

HhENER'G
STARTER and BROILER

TEL. 475

30 UNION STREET

RATION

CAMDEN, MAINE

14-lt

y

STOCK

IMPROVED
HI-ENER-G

Whatever your poultry growing aim... whether it is
’ raising broilers of top market grade, or superior re

STARTER AND BROILER

placement pullets for market or hatching egg pro
duction ... Wirthmore Improved III-ENER-G can
help you accomplish that aim. Improved HIENER-G is formulated and manufactured
to give your birds a rapid start, plus
top-grade finish with full feathering.

RATION

BURNHEIMER GRAIN CO.

CHAS. M. COX CO.
177 MILK ST., BOSTON

TEL. 2024
WINSLOWS MILLS, MAINE

46 PARK STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

A Fast, Economical Way ot
Turning Woodland Brush Into Mulch,
or Litter for Poultry Houses
THREE TIMES FASTER THAN
BURNING BRUSH
Available For Rental, Lease
or Purchase

ROY GENTHNER
WALDOBORO, MAINE
Telephone Damariscotta 1054
Further demonstrations of the machine are

POULTRY OAIRY STOCK

planned together with added equipment for the

clearing of blaeberry land and brush.
14-lt

14-lt

WOOD CHIPPING MACHINE

GET YOUR
POULTRY - DAIRY

TEL. 800

fteK’

ftt’

WIRTHMORE

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.

Know just what your TV

reception will be

before you buy.

F. W. GORDEN
& SON
UNION, MAINE

TELEPHONE 2-5
FOR FREE TEST
Teleecope Tower 60 Feat la
Height and Several Antenna*
Give You An Accurate Teat.
PURCHASES MAY BE
FIXANCEO

14-11

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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First Installment Of Thomaston Scrapbook

THOMASTON
New* and Social Item*, Notices and Advertisement* may be sent
or telephoned to
ICRS. OLADY8 OONDON. ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-3

At St. Peter’s Episcopal Church, at 7.30. The Women's Mission Cir
Rev. E. O Kenyon, Rector, Sunday cle will hold their monthly pro
Sumner Ward who has enlisted#
services: Parish Communion and gram meeting on Wednesday at 2.30
in the Marine Corps is stationed ;
sermon at 9.30; Church School at in the vestry. The Junior Ambas
at Parris Island. N. C.
11 a. m. and Evensong at 7 p. m. sadors will meet on Friday at 3.30
CAMDEN
Weymauth Grange will hold a '
•• • •
Weekday services: Tuesday, Mass
supper Saturday night. 6 o'clock
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
at 730 a. m.; Wednesday. Mass at
At the 10.30 worship service at
with Mrs. Faustina Carney the I
Telephone 2197
6 a. m.; Thursday, Mass at 8 a. m. the Pratt Memorial Methodist
chairman, assisted by Mrs. Efflc i
and Friday, Mass at 730 a. m.
Church Rev Merle S. Cor.ant will
Prior. Mrs. Greta Clark. Mrs. Net- :
•• • •
preach on the subject
'The
tie Robinson. Mrs. Dora Maxey.
Mrs. Percy Hopkins left Wednes
At St. Bernard's Church: Sun Knowing Life.” Communion of the
Mrs. Carl Burgess of China is day for a visit with her sister and
visiting her daughter and son-in- brother-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Frank day services are at 8 and II a .m. Lord’s Supper will be observed.
law. Mr. and Mrs. James Jeffery.
Rolers.cn in East Hartford, Conn. Daily Mass is at 6.45 a. m. and Con The Church School will meet at 11
fession, Saturday at 330 and 7 o'clock. Study materials are the
Church Night will be observed
The Elm Street Reading Club
Tuesday night at the Federate: will meet at the home of Mrs. All p. m. Sunday Mass at St. James’ best that money can buy, and our
Church, 7.30. Reports will be given ton Green Monday night. The Church, Thomaston, 9 a. m teachers are all trained for their
and 9.30 a. m at the Church of work Lessons are given out eaoh
on the church organizations, elec
readers will be Mrs. Forrest Young Our Lady of Good Hope, Camden
Sunday and should be studied. We
tion of officers and a program and and Mrs. Harold Ames.
•• • •
oan teach pupils, but we can't
lunch. Orett Robinson will show
The Monday Club will meet at
"Love" i* the subject of the Les learn them. Each student must
pictures of his trip to Europe.
the home of Mrs. Alyce Passmore.
Beta Alpha meets Monday night Mrs. Hope Gilmor will be the son-Sermon wbich will be read in do his own learning. The parents'
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, jdb is to insist that their children
at the Baptist Church vestry.
reader.
on Sunday. Feb. 1. The Golden learn the Church School lesson
Silver Tea
The Ladies' Circle of the ConMrs. James Jeffery entertained | -grega tional Church is now hold Text is taken from Jeremiah. Children will not purpose to learn
about 25 at a “Silver Tea" Wed ing all-day sewing sessions at the (Jeremiah 9:24», "Let him that the lessons of religion without the
nesday afternoon at her home on Parish House every Wednesday-, glorieth glory in this, that he un- authority of the home. The Annual
derstandeth and knoweth me, that Christian Youth Meeting will be
Main street. About $25 was real beginning at 10 o’clock.
The WCTU will meet with Mrs I am the Lord which exercise lov held in the Littlefield Memorial
ized for the polio fund.
ing kindness, Judgment, and right Baptist Church on Sunday after
The table decorations were yel Oscar Barnard Tuesday afternoon
eousness in the earth.” Sunday noon at 330. A11 Christian youth
low and blue. The flowers were Feb. 3.
The regular meeting of St Mar services at 1030 and Sunday School of the community are urged to be
donated by Clark's Flower Shop.
at 1145. Wednesday night serv present. The Youth Fellowship
Rockland. Mrs Margaret Dem garet's Guild will be held Tuesday
ices at 7.30.
will not meet on Sunday night. The
mons and Miss Hilda George night at the Parisi} House w’ith
• • • •
Boy Scouts will hold their weekly
Mrs.
William
Budd
and
Mrs.
Clar

poured. Mrs Carl Burgess of
At the Congregational Church. meeting on Monday night at 7
China. Mrs Jeffery’s mother, as ence Thomas as hostesses.
Rev. Charles R. Monteith, pastor: o'clock. Harold Whitehill. scout
sisted in serving with Mrs. J. War
Church News
Communion Sunday will be ob master wiU be in charge. The
ren Everett, Mrs. Betty Shesler.
At the
First Congregational served with sermon by the pastor. discussion group will meet on
Mrs. Stanley Poster.
Church E. Roy Burchell, pastor, "The High Calling." The choir will Tuesday night at 7.30 with Lorita
Celebrates 17th Birthday
events for the week are as follows: present "Father, hear thy chil Bicknell on Beech street. The
Miss Rae Clark entertained a Thursday, Jan. 29. 6.30 p. m., Jun dren's call” by Carl Bohm. under
Family Night Supper, sponsored by
few of her friends Monday evening ior Choir Rehearsal. 7.15 p. m., the direction of Mrs. Eleanor Cote
the Woman's Society, will be served
to celebrate her 17th birthday at Senior Choir rehearsal. Friday, Howard, with Mrs. Faith Berry or on Wednesday night at 6 o’clock.
the home of her parents. Mr and Jan. 30. 730 p. m„ Cub Scout Pack ganist. Church School classes for Winfield Chatto is the chairman
Mrs Aaron Clark. Main street. No. 200 meets at the Parish House. third graders and over at 9.30 and
and will be assisted by the men of
Quests invited were: Miss Dor.na 730 p. m. Congo Kids meet at a for those younger at 10.30. The the parish. The executive board of
Rogers. Miss Louise Jones. Miss place to be designated in school on young people will join In an Inter the Woman's Society will meet im
Kay Keizer. Miss Kathleen Libby, Friday. Sunday, Feb. 1, 9.15 a. m„ denominational Youth service to be mediately following the supiper.
Miss Ruth Ludwig, Miss Kathleen Church School. 10.30 a. m. Morn held at 330 at the Littlefield Bap The annual Birthday Banquet of
Butler, Connie Keyes, Jeannine ing Worship. Sermon topic: "Pray tist Church, with youth of Rock the Woman’s Society will be held
Spaulding. Donna Prior Vivian er Is Always Answered." A nur land and Thomaston participating. on March 12. which falls on a
Robinson, Janice Putnam. Barbara sery school is conducted in the Par UCY will be omitted until Feb. 8.
Thuraday night. Inez Ames is
Meklin and Norma Clark.
ish House during the church hour
Appointments for the week in chairman of the dining room com
The color scheme was in red and for the convenience of parents of clude : Monday the Boy Scout Troop mittee. All desiring tickets should
white, in keeping with Valentine's small children who may wish to at 206 meets at 7. at the church; I contact Mrs. Ames. The choir will
Day. Mrs Aaron Clark was as tend church. The service of bap Wednesday the Woman's Associa rehearse on Friday night at 7
sisted in serving by Mrs. Madoline tism and Dedication of children will tion meets at 3 ln the church, o'clock. The musical program for
Jackson.
be held during the Morning Wor with the program being a p.aylet the Sunday morning service will
ship Parents with children to be “On New Frontiers” by Mesdames be: Mrs Davis will play "Contem
Ralph Kenniston Young t
Private funeral services were baptised are urged to contact the Madlene Jackson. Eleanor Was plation" by Gaul. "Communion in
held Friday at Davis Funeral minister prior to Sunday. 5.30 p. gatt, Elzada Barstow and Miss G” by Batiste and “Postlude in
Home. Thomaston, for Ralph Ken m. Pilgrim Fellowship at the Par Madeline Philbrick; Wednesday at E-flat,’ by Rink. The choir will
niston Young, 51 years, who died ish House Monday. Feb. 2. 7.30 p. 7 p. m. the choir will rehearse in sing the anthem "Blessed Are
Tuesday at Rocklar.d He was the m„ Church Council meets at the the church; Thursday the Diligent They" by Hiles. Mr. Pavone will
son of Mrs. Annie Hanley Young Parish House Wednesday Feb. 4 Dames meet at 2.30 and the Odds sing "The Ninety and Nine” by Ira
and was born at Thomaston. He 10.30 a. m. Ladies Circle all day and Ends at 7.30 at the church; Sankey. A candy sale will be
had been employed at the Rock meeting at the Parish House. 8 p. Friday the Kupples Klub meets at sponsored by the Kola Klub after
the family night supper on Wed
land and Rockport Lime Company m. Good Cheer meets at Parish 7 at the church.
House. The church is open each
for several years.
nesday at 6 o'clock. The regular
He is survived by his mother day during the week to anyone for
Notices for the week cf Feb. 1 at Official Board meeting will be held
Mrs. Annie H. Young, stepfather prayer and meditation.
die Littlefield Memorial Baptist on Tuesday night. Feb. 10
Isaac Young, two brothers, Henry
Church, Rev. James W. Dagino,
At the South Thomaston Meth
pastor: Sunday, 1030 a. m., morn
and Bernard Young and three sis
SOUTH HOPE
odist Church the Sunday evening
ing
worship
service
with
the
pas

ters, Mrs Clara Young. Mrs. Hazel
Mrs. Myrtle Gould of Camden,
Blood and Mrs. Lena Maxey, all and Mr. and Mrs. Norman Drink- tor bringing the message, “The worship service will be held at 7
of Thomaston. Rev. Hubert F water and children of Spruce Head Secret Place.’" Communion will be o'clo'k Rev. Merle S. Conant will
Leach officiated at the services and were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd observed. There is a nursery for all preach on the subject "The Know
small children during the Worship ing Life." Official Board will fol
interment was in the*yillage ceme Brown. Sunday.
low the service. All are invited to
tery.
The bearers were Henry
Dirk Brown has been elected Hour. 11.46. Bible Schoo! is a con
Young. Bernard Young. George president of his fraternity, Theta tinuation of worship and a time support this service.
• • a •
for study of the Word of God.
Young and Francis Ripley.
Chi, at University of Maine.
At the Universallst Church. Rev.
Church Jfwa
Mrs. Lucretia Pushaw returned There are classes for all; 3.30 p. m. George H. Wood, Minister. Rev
Mass will be celebrated at St Sunday from a visit with her a special youth program is to be John S. Lowe. D.D.. Minister
James Catholic Church Sunday daughter. Mrs Blanche Pasqualc conducted by the young people of Emeritus—'Sunday is the first Sun
at 9 a. m.
and family in Cumberland Center. the various churches of Rockland day of a new month and a sym
Services at St. John's Episcopal
Mrs Mildred Thorndike spent and Thomaston. All young people bolic communion will be conducted
Church Sunday, 8 a. m.. followed Sunday with her mother. Mrs. An and their parents are invited to at by the minister at the time of the
tend the service. The offering is to
by Sunday School at 10 a. m.
nie Webster at Coopers Mills.
meditation during service. Ser
Sunday School 9 45 a. m. at the
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Dickens and go for the polio drive: 6, Miss Bar mon. “It’s Later Than You Think!"
Federated Church, followed by the children of
Lincolnville
were bara Young will lead the Baptist The organist is Miss Dorothy
morning service IT o'clock. Rev guest* Saturday night and 8unday Youth Fellowship and at 7.15 the Lawry and assisting as a Choral
regular Sunday evening service of group are Mrs. Lena True, Misses
Leach's subject. "The Perfecting of Mrs. Hazel Hart.
Power Of Love:” anthem. “Hear
Mrs. Jeanette Harris and Mrs. Worship will be conducted by the Louise Veazle. Katherine Veazie,
Us. This We Pray," by Barrtby Barbara O'Kelley and ten, Charlej pastor. The Youth Choir wil! sing Margaret Dana, Marion Cole, Judy
Sacrament of the Lord's Supper will visited Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mitch and the pastor will bring the me Hudson. Carol Stratton, and E. R
sage. “A Man Who Found God.”
be held during the morning serv- ell Sunday at South Thomaston.
Veazie, with William T. Smith. Jr.,
Monday, 7 p. m., Colonist group soloist. The Sunday School meets
lce. Youth Fellowship, 7 p. m. Bible
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Gath are
of
Pioneer
Girls
will
meet
ln
the
Class Thursday evening 7 o'clock. in Delray Beach. Fla.
at 11 a. m., aho. with Sam Collins,
vestry; Tuesday 7.30 p. m.. Prayer
Tuesday evening 730 Church Night
Jr., superintendent. The Men’s
meeting in the vestry; Wednesday Class welcomes any Interested men
will be observed in the church ves
PORT CLYDE
6.30 p. m.. Ladies Aid Fellowship at the regular 10-1030 a. m ses
try. Reports of the church organ
Mrs. Pauline (Thompson! Saun supper. There will be special en
izations. election of officers, a pro
sions. The new series topic is “The
ders of Southington, Conn., has tertainment following; Friday after
gram and lunch. Orett Rnbir.son
i Development of Human Nature."
named her son Bradford. Marshall. school the Pilgrim group of Pion- '
Attendance at worship last Sun
will show picture* of his trip to
Esther Harvey, daughter Mil eer Oirls will meet in the home of
day was 104 persons.
Europe.
dred and son Bradley of Rockland Mrs. Kendrick Dorman on Warren
On Wednesday in the afternoon
Sunday School 9.45 a. m. at the
were recent visitors of Mr and street.
' at 2 o'clock, the Mission Circle
Baptist Church, followed by the
a • • a
Mrs. Clarence Thompson.
meets at the vestry with Mrs.
morning service 11 o'clock. Rev
At Owls Head Baptist Chapel,
Mrs Carrie Thompson of Rock
Maude Blodgett presiding, assisted
Fitzpatrick's subject. "The Writ
Rev. James W. Dagino. pastor,
land was a recent visitor in town.
I in the program by Mrs Alice
ings Of Jesus." A young people's
Several are 111 with Virus infec Sunday at 9 a. m.. Morning Wor
Jameson with Mrs. Ruth Teel,
rally will be held at the Littlefield
ship Service with the pastor bring
tion.
guest speaker. The Tea Commit
Memorial Church Rockland Sun
Pvt. Lionel Heal of Fort Dlx, N. ing the message, "The Secret
day. 330 Evening 7 o'clock, the Jr., spent a weekend pass with Place." Communion will be ob tee Is Mrs. Minnie Cross. Mrs Ella
subject, "Blessed Are The Peace Mrs. Stonas Harford, of Weymouth, served; 10.15, Bible School for all Bird. Mrs. Pauline Gregory, Mrs.
Gertrude Payson. Miss Alice FulMakers" Mondav night the Beta
ages Thursday, 730 p. m., Maine
Mass.
Alpha meet* at tlie church vestry
Substitute teachers from Rock Sea Coast Mission will present their
Thursday prayer meeting 7 p. m.
port are teaching In the Grammar mission work at the prayer meet
and Primary schools.
Mrs. Harlan Bragdon and Mrs.
•
— DANCE —
John Holman are ill with the preEVERY SATURDAY
i vailing colds.
Grange Hall, South Cushing Mrs. R. A Ulmer saw a large
EARL MAXCY’S MUSIC
bobcat crossing the Lenata Mar
Admission 50c, tax inc.
126-S-tf shall property recently.
Fred Seavey celebrated his 81st
lVV\WV\\V\\\V*V
birthday Jan. 26. Cards and gifts
were received
Mr. and Mrs Clifford Herrick
and family and mother Mrs. Grace
GAME PARTY
Herrick of Rockland were recent
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
At the
Thompson

tvxxxxxxxxwoMNaxvmKkvm

American Legion Home

MAVERICK ST., ROCKLAND
FREE Bos leaves Wood's Taxi
Station. Winter SL. at 7jM and
leaves Legion Home at 10.30.
Game Start* 73* P. M.
S-S-tf

CLAYT BITLER

Wants to See YOU About
TELEVISION
157-tf

ing.

••• •
In the Sunday services at the
First Baptist Church messages will
be brought by Rev. Norman Camp,
a missionary of many years exper
ience in the Belgian Congo. He will
speak in the morning service which
opens at 1030. and ln the evening
service his message will be heard
on the broadcast portion of 'The
Gospel Story Hour” from 730 to 8.
Prayer periods wtll precede theae
services at 10.15 and at 7. The
nursery for small children will be
open during the morning service.
All departments of the Church
School will meet at 12. The Ambas
sadors for Christ will meet at 0,
and Mr. Camp will bring a mes
sage to young people at that time.
The Happy Prayer snd Praise
Meeting will be held on Tuesday

WALDO theatre
WALDOBORO—TEL. IM
every Evening st g.M. Matlneea
Aatnrday at 2.M. Sunday at 3.00

LAST TIME TODAY
JANUARY 31
Richard Conte, Viveca Lindfors
"THE RAIDERS”
In Technicolor

Photos by Barde
A.

The house on Main street, Thomaston, built by Captain Charles Ranlett. sold by him to the Hon.
P. Gould, long owned by the late Albert T. Gould and now owned by Mr. Griswold.

By F. L. S. Morse
Main Street Homes

This article is the first of a series
planned to cover the town of
Thomaston, street by street, re
cording the buildings that appeared
with the names of the owners on
the map of 1855 and trying to
trace the histories ol the lots and
buildings to the present. When
these can appear In The CourierGazette. to be preserved in scrap
books. much material wiU be on
hand for a future history of the
town from 1860 on.
• a

a a

In this article a record will be
made of the buildings on Main
street from Georges street to the
business blocks on the northwestern
side of the street.
Much of the information was
furnished by Mrs.- Lois Creighton,
visits to the Thomaston National
Bank, where R. O. Elliot showed
me old maps and hours at the
office of the Knox County Regis- '
ter of Deeds have helped me in an .
effort to be accurate.
ler. In the evening of Wednesday,
the Tonian Circle meets at the j
home of Mrs. Oliver W. Holmes, 8
Purchase street On Thursday in 1
the vestry at 6.30 there is a Comity
Circle supper meeting with Hugh
Benner, president in charge. The
supper committee is Mr. and Mrs.
William Smith. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Spear. Mr. and Mrs. Gor
don Burgess and Mr. and Mrs. Wil
liam Bicknell Tlie entertainment
committee is Dr. and Mrs. R. L.
Stratton, chairman. Dr. and Mrs
John S Lowe and Miss Beatrix
Flint.

Sunday afternoon at 3 30 there
will be a union Youth Service at
the Littlefield Memorial Baptist
Church. Representing this church
ts Miss Marion Talbot who will
read the Scripture. Admitted to
the hospital during the week were
Mrs Mary Southard. Mrs. Grace
Frye. Mrs. Christina Wiggin and
John Post Cards sent by mem
bers and friends are a source of
helpfulness and strength. Those
who aided ln the preparation of
the February Church and Parish
Cards were Mr. Ella Bird. Mrs
Lena True. Mrs. Brook Gregory.
Mrs George St. Clair. Miss Mabel
Lamb. Miss Edna Payson. Almon
Cooper. Jr., ar.d Rex Garrett. Nor
man Hammond is a new teacher XO3SSSZSSSSXSSSSSZS333on the Sunday School staff. After
SUN. MON.-TUES
Feb. 6. the address of William
Schofield will be: Army Air Force.
Sampson Air Base. Geneva N. Y

aaa•

At the Church of the Nazarene
Rev. Oakley E. Woodward, pastor: j
Sunday sendee* will be as follows
Sunday School. 9.45: morning wor
ship at 10.45; N.Y.PS. at 6 p. m
and evening evangelistic service
at 7 30. Mid-week prayer meeting
Wednesday night at 7.30; Friday
evening at 730 the adult class at
j the home of Sidney Munro, 36
) Glen street.

Camden Theatre

Now! $120 Cash Nite

A Gay Comedy Delight
Patricia Neal. Victor Mature
and Edmund Gwenn in

"Something For
The Birds"

FEBRUARY 1-2
Robert Taylor. Eleanor Parker
James Whitmore
Marilyn Erskine In
“ABOVE AND BEYOND"

TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY
FEBRUARY 3-4
Olivia De Haviland in
“MY COUSIN RACHEL*
14-lt

battle for tho love

V

of a fugitive)
‘t

gofflld
Rlwndii FIEMING

Redhead
Ittt

Smoke"

“Man Behind The Gun”

Starring

NOAH BEERY-GRANT WITHERS
Written for th* Screen ««d Directed by

LEWIS R FOSTER

Last Ch. “King of the Congo*

Richard Wldmark. Insane Dru,
Audrrv Totter and
George Winslow as Little Gus!
You'll Come Out Smiling and
Brushing a Tear From
Your Free!
14-lt

if

Color by TECHNICOLOR

maurknTalex
TODAY—Randolph Scott

The Kid with the Foghorn Voire

mm.

homWYOMING

"Apache War

"My Pal Gus"

HOT-TEMPERED REDHEAD.
FIERY SENORITA...

O’HARA NICOL

Kid Taken Over So Completely

SUNDAY AND MONDAY ONLY!

RULES ARE OUT . .
WHEN TWO WOMEN FIGHT FOR THE
SAME MAN ... IN BARRANCAS — TIIE TROPIC'S
MOST DANGEROUS PORT OF CALL!!!

Queen of An

Plus Gilbert Roland in

Not Sinee Shirley Temple Has a

leading citizen, and later by John
O. Robinson.
Where the Masonic Hall nowstands. there stood in 1855 the
home of Elizabeth, widow of Joel
MiUer, who was warden of the
prison. State Senator and Judge of
Probate. In 1872 It was sold by
Sophronia. Amasa and Jane Mil
ler to Lorella, wife of Capt. Charles
Stlmpson. who built the beautiful
residence long known as the Stimson house. A Mr. Anderson lived
there It was destroyed by fire a
few years ago. The shed was re
moved to the almshouse and the
bay windows adorn a home at
Pleasant Point.
▼
The Aaron Clark house, where
his father. Luther Clark lived, was
formerly the Dunbar Henderson
place or rather one of several
houses so called.
The map of the town printed in
1875 shows a large vacant lot
owned by Chapman and Flint.
Since then the present home of
Rita Smith w-as built by her father,
the late Sidney Smith, a prominent
banker and the present home of
Mrs Hattie Creighton, was built by
the late Charles Creighton and
sold to Capt. James Creighton.
In the space where at present
the homes of Richard Fehan. Mrs.
Snowman and Mrs Long are seen, the 1855 map showed four homes ”
marked Mrs. Cushing. A. Perkins,
Asa Perkins and Oliver Jordan.
The 1875 map show homes belong
ing to William Andrews. A. Perkins,
Oliver Jordan and one without a
name, but apparently going with
the Jordan place.
Sarah C. Cushing bought her
place from Dr Moses Ludwig who
reserved a small building he used
as an office.

1859. Keith’s daughter Clementine
Starr and her son William came to
live in the new house built after
the fire. A part of this was moved
to Bcechwoods street and the rest
was moved to Hyier street and
owned by the late Horace Vose.
The Cushing house was owned by
Sara C. (Paine) Cushing, widow of
Robert Cushing. The land had
been purchased from George F
O'Brien who bought it from Wil
liam R. Keith.
The house was either the An
drews house, now occupied by Mr.
ROCKPORT
Feehan or on the same side. It
would seem that the house later MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
owned by Mrs. Golden, who mar
Telephone Camden 2483
ried Robert Webster Shibles, and
now owned by Mr Snowman, was
The Girl Scout Troop Committee
one of the Perkins homes and the
will hold its meeting Monday,
house now owned by Mrs. Long was
Peb. 2, at the home of Mrs. Marion
the other. This was once the
home of the late Edward B Carle Cash.
Miss Carolyn Richards, a student
ton, a well-known citizen and for
at Westbrook Junior College. Port
mer County Treasurer, later owned
land, is visiting her parents. Mr.
by Charles Creighton 2d, and still
and Mrs. Roland Richards over the
later the Methodist parsonage. In
1875 it appeared by the map to be weekend.
Mrs. Katherine Robinson is a
long to Oliver Jordan.
.
..
..
,
| patient at Knox Hospital.
The house near the northeastern i H
„
.
,
, . . „
...
___
Miss Eleanor Ausplund has re
end of the Mall was built about
turned home after visiting with
1860 by Capt. Eben Creighton, later i
Miss Carolyn Richards at West
owned by Eben Creighton, 2d, and j
brook Junior College for a few
Mr. Overlook, now owned by Dr
days.
Biggers.
The Jolly-iFive Club met at the
The large house known as the
the
home
of
hom
* of
Hfl€na Kpnney
Heald house was
Joshua Jordan but was appar Present were Mrs. Dorothy Young.
ently a Henderson place. Dr. Piper Mrs. Edith Browne and Mrs. Mil
once lived there and Dr. Dennison dred Easton Of Camden; Mrs.
Blanche Wentworth and son Earle
practiced there for some years.
The next house was built by and Janice Kenney. TJie next
cSpt. Charles Ranlett, a shipbuild meeting will be held Wednesday
er and sold to Hon. A. P. Gould, at the home of Mis. Mildred Easton
long owned by the late Albert T in Camden
Mrs. Lena Tominskl has re
Oould and now owned by Mr Gris
turned home after being a patient
wold.
The home of Lionel Jealous at the Maine General Hospital,
seems to have belonged to the Hen Portland.
The West Side Busy Bees 4-H
dersons in 1855 and to the Jordans
in 1875. Later it was in turn oc Club met recently at the home of
cupied by William Catland. and their leader. Mrs Lillian Clough.
Addie Catland Coburn, and Levi During the evening the members
worked on head scarves, one of >
Oilchrest
The house now owned by Mrs.; their projects.
Following the
McAvoy was built by the late Dr., meeting games were played.
John E Walker, the popular and I The Harbor Chorus, with Lewis
beloved family physician of so, Pendleton as director, are holding
many of the older citizens. This rehearsals every Tuesday evening
was the site of an older house I from 730 to 9.30 at the Methodist
owned by Richard Robinson, a I church. Camden.

. I Outlaw’s lair!

■»

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
SUNDAY AND MONDAY

The first house east of Georges
street was the home of John Cope
land who married Lucy Malcolm of
Cushing. Malcolm built Georges
Hotel, even manufacturing the
bricks, probably near the old bridge
that spanned the Georges River at
South Warren. He managed the
hotel many years
After his death, W. O. Masters
and his wife, a niece of Mrs. Cope
land, lived there until Mrs. Cope
land died after an invalidism of 13
years. John Ryder and family
lived there many years. Later it
was the home of William W. Gilchrcst. It is now owned by Mrs.
Gamage.
The next house was the home
of Capt. William M. Hyier and his
wife, Letitia Malcolm Hyier, the
latter a niece of Mrs. Copeland.
They were the parents of Mrs.
Creighton, who has given me so
much data. Later Silas Hanley
lived there and it was long the
home of Henry Jones, who died re
cently.
Next was the home of David
O'Brien, an attorney. His daugh
ters lived there for years and were
milliner* with rooms in the O’Brien
Block, now the Pearson Clothing
Factory. Tlie house is now owned
by Miss Minnie Massencr who lives
in another state.
Edward Ellis O'Brien, a wealthy
and prominent citizen and son of
the noted Edward O'Brien, lived in
the next house now owned bv Mr.
Whitman.
The house on the western corner
of Booker street was long the resi
dence of John D. Barnard, whose
wife was a sister of Dr. benjamin
Buxton of Warren, well-known
physician and Prison Commis
sioner. One daughter married Fred
Robinson of Vinalhaven. Another
daughter lived there after the
death of her parents. The place is
now owned by Ralph Jackson.
The vacant lot east of Booker
street and long called the Starr
lot has an Interesting history. It
was the old lanyard cf Spencer
Vose, later owned by Josiah Keith,
who was assisted by one Edward
Breck who owned a small place
near the mall and later moved to
China. Maine. Josiah Keith had
his residence here built about
1800 His wife, Experience <Orbertonl later married Mathew
Campbell. In 1856 the house was
burned. Mrs. Campbell died in

4

B«sm on t novel by Ton GUI
Produced by Wiflnm H Pine and Willum C Thomu

A PMimowtt Ptctur*

SUNDAY, MONDAY and
TUESDAY

Also—MONDAY NIGHT Let's Play HONEY42UIZ,

FULL NEWSREEL

ENDS
SATURDAY

EISENHOWER
INAUGURATION

8.1oE

•BLACKBEARD THE PIBATE”
(Color by Technicolorl

Knox©
14-lt
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Social Matters

^4^”?
Mrs Ernest Buswell was hostess
the Missionary Study Group of
Pratt Memorial Methodist
urch, Wednesday
afternoon,
rs. Merle Conant led the devoons and Mrs Putnam Bicknell
■viewed a portion of the book
Vi'ar, Heritage.” by Emory Ross.
ea\’a served following the meetlg. Others attending were Mrs
. W. Gregory, Mrs. Herman StanMrs. Edward Greenleaf. Mrs.
ner Whitney. Mrs. Prank Cars:y, Mrs. Bertha Thomas and Mrs.
•liver Holden. The next meeting
be Peb. 12, in the vestry.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Ladd
and daughters Gail. Anne and Al
lison are spending the weekend
with her parents. Pres, and Mrs.
Arthur Hauck at Orono.

The Mission Circle of the Uniiersalist Ohurch meets ln the
Jiurch parlor at 2 p. m. Wednesay. Peb. 4. The guest speaker Is
’ be Mrs. Ruth Teel, her subject:
Our Musical Heritage — Origin
-f Old Hymns.” and a paper by
trs. Alice Jameson entitled: “I
Bruce Lindsey, who has been ill
tm Your Church.” The commit- with the chicken pox is much im
ph) Mrs Ella Bird, Mrs. Wilbur
proved. Dale is the son of Mr. and
6, Mrs. Pauline Gregory, Mrs Mrs. Dale Lindsey, Laurel street.
ertrude Payson and Miss Alice
Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. Earle C. Perry and
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Spear went
Tlie Catholic Women's Club of to New York Sunday for a visit of
It. Bernards parish will hold a several days. Mr. and Mrs. Perry
aixpiet Tuesday night, Feb. 3, at returned home Thursday by plane
.30 at the Thorndike Hotel fol- while Mr. and Mrs Spear contin
>wed by a business meeting ued on to Delray Beach, Florida,
lembers planning to attend please whqre they will spend the remain
all Mrs Donald Perry. Tel 690-W der of the winter.
efore Monday noon.

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest T. Long will
lave Sunday by automobile for a
vo weeks vacation trip to North
SaqMina. In Seaboard they will
is,7 Mr. Long's mother Mrs J T.
ong and his sister Mrs. Edward
wan and will then go to Oreenille to visit his brother and slser-in-law. Dr. and Mrs. J. K
ong. Mrs Long is having two
reeks vacation from her duties as
leld Nurse for the Maine State
epertment of Health and Welfare

Mrs. Floyd Watts of Tenant's
larbor was honored at a surprise
fork shower Monday night given
her sister-in-law. Mrs. Dale
jndaey at her home on Laurel
treet. assisted by Mrs Clayton
Jtnmons. After Mrs. Watts opened
raamar.y dainty gifts, which were
resented in a prettily decorated
sket, a social evening was en>yed. Buffet lunch was served by
andlelight, the centerpiece on the
able being a decorated cradle
tanked by tall tapers. Invited
uests were: Mrs. Harold Watts and
aughter sherill of Tenant's Harjr, Miss Thelma Linscott, Miss
‘anette Seliger. Mrs. Charles Mcain. Mrs. Chester Mason, Mrs
Imon Young. Mrs. Richard Ellingood. Mrs Joseph A. Bellmore, Jr.,
rs. Lydia H. Lindsey. Mrs. Oeorge
yland, Misses Georgia and PaulStevens. Mrs. Emma Harvey
Mrs. Marion Lmdsey all of
kland

ZENITH
MOTOROLA

BITLER CAR &
^HOME SUPPLY
470 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
"We Service What We Sell”
6-tf

Betrothal

HonoredMrs.Trask

WARREN
ALENA L STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone 49

The Help One Another Circle of
Kings Daughters will meet Monday
night with Miss Doris Hyler.
The Baptist Ladles Mission Cir
cle will meet Wednesday foi the
day with Mrs. Isa Teague.
Mrs. Paul Dillaway is passing
several days in Ipswich. Mass.,
with her mother. Mrs Paul Karen.
The Dorcas Circle of Kings
Daughters will meet Monday af
ternoon with Mrs. Fred Campbell,
with Mrs. Silas Watts assisting
hostess.
Rev. Bruce P. Cummings gave
the devotional talk Thursday night
at tiie roll call night observance
held at the Chestnut street Baptist
Church, Camden.
Charles Dillaway has returned
home after a visit in Peabody,
Mass, with his brother, Willard
Dillaway, and in Lynn. Mass, with
his sister. Mrs. Emma Dillaway.
His granddaughter, Ruth Dillaway
accompanied him.
Miss Muriel French has been at
tending, this week, the New’ Eng
land Cosmotologist Convention held
at the Statler Hotel ln Boston.
She went with Mrs. Charlotte
Betts, of Rockland.
Miss Sadie Gammon, student at
the Boston University is passing a
week with her parents, between
mid-years.
Church News
Dr. John Smith Lowe of Rock
land will supply Sunday at the
Congregational Church
Sermon topics Sundjy at the
Baptist Church will be, at 10 a.
m.” Translating Lives, Not Words,"
and at 7 p. m. "The Power Ol
Prayer in the Early Church.”
Riverside Club
The Riverside Club voted Wed
nesday night to sponsor a Wash
ington Birthday Dance, Feb. 20 at
Glover Hall, proceeds to benefit the
Sunday school room building fund.
Committees named for the affair
Include the following: dance. Mr
and Mrs. AJden Johnston. Mr. and
Mrs. Dyson Jameson and Mr and
Mrs. Dana H. Smith, Jr.; refresh-

Mr. and Mrs Richard Spear en
tertained at a surprise birthdayparty for her mother. Mrs. Elmer
Trask of Bath. Saturday night at
their home on South Main street.
The evening was spent with Samba
and Canasta. A delicious lunch
was served buffet style. Decora
tions were in yellow and w’hite and
featured two lovely birthday cakes
Mrs. Sipear was assisted in serving
by Mrs. Chester Hunt and Mrs.
Ralph Richards.
Invited guests were: Mr. and Mrs
George Hallowell Mr. and Mrs
Chester Hunt, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Richards. Mr. and Mis Floyd Sim
mons. Mr. and Mrs. Walter Powell,
Mr. and Mrs Lendon Jackson. Mr
and Mrs. Harold Whltchill, Mr and
Mrs. Ray Ridgew’ell, Mr. and Mrs
Elmer Trask
Mrs. Trask received many lovely
and useful gifts.

Photo by Uzzell
Barbara Lois Calderwood

Mr and Mrs. Nelson Calder
wood of Union are announcing the
engagement of their daughter.
Barbara Lois, to John C. Moody.
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. J. Clarence
Moody, Sr. of Union.
Miss Calderwood was graduated
from Onion High School in 1949
She is employed at Jones Sanitorium In Union.
Mr. Moody was graduated from
Union High School ln 1948
He
is employed at Moody's Floral
Wreath Manufacturing Co. in
Union.
No date has been set for the
wedding
ments: Mr. and Mrs. George Buck
and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mathew’s
Tlie business meeting preceded the
evening of games, at Ihe home of
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Berry

,ALBERT R. NOYES
Albert R. Noyes of Union, died
at his home last Saturday.
Born in Jefferson 78 years ago,
the deceased was the son of Aloert D. and Carolyn tSukeforth)
Noyes.
For the past 70 years he had
lived in Union and was an active
member of Seven Tree Grange.
Surviving him are a son, Cedric
A Notes of Union, and a daughter,
Mrs. Lizzette Lenfest of Chelsea.
Funeral services were held Tues
day afternoon at the North Union
Chapel, with Rev. Harold Nutter
olficiating.
Interment was at Miller ceme
tery. Burkettville.
LENA 6. LOOSE
Mrs Lena Start Coose, 78, of
Oamden, died there Wednesday.
Eorn ln Camden June 3, 1874, she
was the daughter ot Orlando and
Thirza i Blood i Start.
A life-long resident of Camden
she was a member of the Metho
dist church, Megunticook Grange
and Limerock Valley Pomona, the
DAR and a charter member of
George S. Cobb Auxiliary, Sons of
Union Veterans.
She is survived by a daughter.
Mrs. Oladys Maker, Camden and a
sister. Mrs. Blanche Moody. Union,
as well as by several nieces and
nephews.
Funeral services will be held Sat
urday at 2 o'clock, at the Oilbert
C. Laite Funeral Home.

TENANT’S HARBOR
At the 10.30 morning service,
Rev. Millard Gile will speak on
the communion topic, "Broken
Bread.”
The Church Bible School will
meet at. 11.40 under the leadership
of Wilfted Hooper.
The Young People's meeting
will be held at 6 p. m„ with the
pastor as leader.
The evening service at 7 p. m
with hymn sing, special music and
an evangelistic message by the pas
tor.
On Tuesday at 2.30 p. m. the
Woman's Missionary Society will
meet at the home of Mrs. Myrtle
Taylor All the women of the
church and community are invi
ted

Realm Of Music
j
!

(Continued from Page Three)
The famous—and favorite—Bos
ton Pops is on tour, Troy, N. Y.,
being the first of 59 cities the or
chestra will visit between Jan. 15
and March 28 when the tour ends
in Syracuse.
For the Pops' conductor, Arthur
Fiedler, the tour will not only mean
a great deal of packing and un
packing and conducting, it will also
mean a temporary Interruption of
his
favorite
pastime—chasing
fires. Fiedler, who is an honorary
Fire Chief and Police Commis
sioner has a short-wave radioequipped green convertible which
he uses to get him to Boston fires.
To citizens of Boston a common
sight is to see Fiedler dashing off
to a fire, his Dalmatian pup
perched on the seat beside him. Ills
fire siren open full blast. The Pops’
conductors penchant for haunt
ing holocausts is also well known
In other cities in which he is a
frequent guest conductor. Many of
them. Including Chicago and San
Francisco, have issued him honor
ary Fire Chief badges.

WALDOBORO
MRS RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone 250

Mr. and Mrs Earl Spear were
in Augusta this week
Mr and Mrs. Chester Genthner
oixl daughter Nettie have been
guests of his parents. Mr. and Mrs
Rayniond Oenthner. Pine street.
Henry Groth has returned from
New York.
At the First Baptist Church Rev.
Horace Holt of Camden will be the
guest speaker.
Miss Valida Caron and Floyd
Benner were ln Portland this week
to see Clinton Matthews who is a
patient at Maine General Hospital,
Miss Nancy Mill has gone to St
Petersburg. Fla. where she will
spend the winter.
Mrs. Henry Mason has returned
home from Nobleboro.
Mrs. Carolyn Mitchell has re
turned from Boston where she at
tended the Hair Dressers Conven
tion.
Mr. and Mrs Guy Abbotoni and
son Guy Raymond and Mr and
Mrs.
Raymond Gcnthner are

LOOK FOR THIS
DATED LABEL

SAVE and HAVE
There Is No Better Way To Save Than To Form the Habit

YOUR GUARANTEE OF

Of Saving Regularly and Systematically

FRESH BREAD

IT PAYS TO SAVE AND WE PAY YOU TO SAVE

IF IT S—

GOLDEN HEART

CURRENT RATE OF DIVIDEND 3 ,

OR

IF YOU HAD STARTED SAVING WITH US JUST 10 YEARS AGO, JANUARY 1943

$ 5.00 Each Month You Would Now Have an Account Worth $ 703.69
$10.00 Each Month You Would Now Have an Account Worth $1,407.38
$25.00 Each Month You Would Now Have an Account Worth $3,519.32
"Putting

Off” is another habit; so break this habit and form the more

profitable one by opening np a Share Account soon.

Kippy Kamival Kween Kandidates Chosen

It will be

1963 before

SOFT SPONGE
BREAD
"The Be*t Bread In Maine”
14-.lt

♦

Mrs. Elizabeth Collamore, grand
mother of Pauline Leach, who Is a
patient in the hospital, sent ln a
variety of Christmas cards for the
children's ward.
-KCOH—

Mrs. Florence A. Flanders Wal
doboro. sent ln a box of Christmas
cards for the youngsters.
—KOOH—
The students ol Rockland High
Friday. Pictured above are tbe five
Marilyn Seavey, Jean Talbot, June
week with the announcement of the
Kippy Karnival bail on Feb. 14.

The committee of merchants,
teachers and students who will
gather the prizes for the Kween
of Kipipy Kamival and her court
met at the high school Thursday.
The group decided to purchase
and present a trophy to the girl
selected by her classmates as
Kween.
Merchandise prizes donated by
business people will be distributed

Stacy Miller Tn Washington
Sta-y R. Miller, executive secre
tary' of the Agricultural Extension
Service of tihe University of Maine,
will take part in the Land-Grant
College meeting on Foreign Agri
cultural Affairs in Washington. D
C. Monday through Thursday, Feb.
2 to 5
Miller, contact man for foreign
visitors to Maine who wish to learn
more about the state's agriculture
and agricultural organizations, will
sene on a working committee dis
cussing "Considerations in Selec
tion of Trainees and their Orien
tation Before Leaving for the
United States."
The latest information on the
foreign agricultural trainee pro
gram and plans for 1953 will be ,
outlined at the four-day conference Among the noted speakers
will be Secretary of Agriculture!
Ezra T. Benson and Under-Sec
retary of Agriculture True D.
Morse. Morse will open the sea-'
sions and Benson will give the
closing address.
Remember better schools build a
stronger America.

18 SCHOOL STREET

A New Service For Rockland and Knox County

ANTENNA PARTS AND SUPPLIES
14-lt

—KtX»H—

The R. N. Club held a verv In
teresting meeting on Tuesday eve
ning when Edgar Farnsworth tel
ephone Co. manager, discussed
“Courtesy on the Telephone" and
used a movie to explain in detail
and demonstrate his main points.
Mr French was ln charge of the
projector. The annual business
meeting began at 8 p. m„ with Mrs.
Eleanor Sayward. R. N., as chair
man. It was voted to donate 115.
from the R. N. Club toward the
fund for Mrs. Armstrong, R. N„
who has been absent due to the
serious illness of her son, while a
patient under the care of Dr. Malt
by ln Portland. Officers for 1953
were elected as follows. Mrs. Laura
Maxim. R N., chairman; with Mrs.
Jean Jewett and Mrs. Ruth Brown,
co-vice-presidents, Mrs. Ida Stenger was elected secretary and trea
surer and Miss Nora Seaver as pro
gram chairman.
KCOH-

Mrs. Alva Armstrong, R. N., re'urned to work on Wednesday fol
lowing several weeks absence due
to Illness in her family.
-KCOB-

Admissions: Master Bruce Hilt,
Union; Baby Wanda Drinkwater,
South Thomaston: Donald Heyer,
Waldoboro; Herbert Parsons, North
Haven; James Emery, Mrs. MaryBrown, Mrs. Helen Richardson and
Mrs. Christine Wlggin. Rockland.
KOOH
Discharges: Mrs Anna Smith
and son. Thomaston: Harry Laiho,
Otto Irving and Mrs. Jean Over
lock. Warren: Ernest Hartz, Wash
ington; Mrs. Louise Nutt, Cam
den; Mrs. Ann Gustin and daugh
ter, Owl's Head; Mrs. Marlon
Connon, Mrs.
Mary Southard,
Photo by Uzzell
cayton and Ralph Young,
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Harvey, Jr.
Rockland.
Ruth Ann Hawkins, daughter of Robinson was in charge of the
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin K. Hawkins of guest book, and Mrs Phyllis Har- son apple, ripening Just ahead of
Mdlntosh.
St George, and Loren Linwood vey had charge of the gifts.
Honey, Jr., son of Mrs. Leroy Mrs. Harvey is a graduate of St.
Sandow is a new variety of Can
Poole of Rockland, were united ln j George High Schcxf! and is em adian origin and is of the North
marriage by the Rev John Fitz ployed by Karl M. Leighton. Jew ern Spy type. Owen suggests it
patrick, Jan. 18 at 3 o'clock In the eler. Mr Harvey is a graduate of for limited trial only in Maine,
First Baptist Church at St. George. Rockland High School and Is em since no experiments with it have
The double ring ceremony was ployed at General Seafoods.
been conducted ln the State. It's
After a short wedding trip they reported to be hardy.
used.
The bride wore an aqua suit with will be at home to their friends at
In addition to apple trees, pear,
navy trim with hat of winter white 88 Camden street. Rockland.
plum, peach, sweet and sour cherry
felt. Her corsage was of White
trees are available through the
Submit Orders For Fruit Trees
camellias. The maid of honor, Ca
pool. For Information as to varie
Now
rol Hawkins, sister of the bride,
ties recommended for Maine, ob
Maine orchardlsts are now sub tain Maine Extension Bulletin 403.
wore an aqua suit with pink hat
mitting orders for the fruit trees 'Fruits for Maine.” This free bulHer corsage was yellow roses.
obuUne<1"
„ ”y
The bridesmaids were Patricia they want to plant this spring. The
aTltlng to
&
Hawkins, sister of the bride, wear orders, for lots of 50 or more trees. 3?ent, m
#t
ing a navy suit and blue hat, and are being sent through the Apple
Unjw„,t>. of Malne, Orono.
Loretta Harvey, sister of the bride- . Tree Fool, which closes Feb 16
Prices are about the same as last;
____________
groom, wearing an aqua suit and
white hat Both wore corsages of year This is In spite of general
price increases on fruit trees
pink carnations.
All standard commercial varie
The best man was Merrill Mmzy
and the ushers were Ralph Hupper ties of apples and other fruit trees
are available through the pod.
and Walter Mosely.
Two new apple varieties being of
The chureh was attractively de
fered this year are Dudley and
corated with pine and baskets of
Sandow Dudley is a hardy va- ,
white gladioli and snapdragons.
riety recommended for planting in •
Traditional wedding music was
•in* •
Northern Maine. It la a mid-eea-'
played by Mrs. Sten Skoglund. Mrs.
Kendall Hawkins sang "Because.”
Following the ceremony a recepUon w„ held ln the church v,
trv Mrt Rug4eU Tho^ flnilhed 2
DURING
cuUtag the cake atKl Mra Jullan X
Hawklna ajpped punch. Miss Leola $

FEBRUARY AND MARCH ONLY

H
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PHILCO

10% DISCOUNT

HOME RADIOS
CAR RADIOS
PORTABLES
REFRIGERATORS
FREEZERS
TELEVISION

On Oil Burners - Gas Appliances

I

Fuelite Bottled Gas Installations

I

I

5% DISCOUNT

(

On New Installations of

C

Plumbing, Heating, Water Systems

S17 MAIN 8T,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 844

3-S-tJ

TEL. ROCKLAND 492-J OR 1682
HF-VDQUARTEKS AT 239 MAIN STREET (REAR)
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Tuesday afternoon the general
duty nurses held a discussion period
from 230 to 3. Immediately follow
ing and from 3 to 3.45 the head
nurses met to discuss ways to im
prove nursing care and reviewed
nursing problems.

The Radio Shop

SERVICE AND ANTENNA INSTALLATION

ROCKLAND, MAINE

HARVEY-HAWKINS NUPTIALS

£

ANNOUNCING

We Will Service Tear Set Regardless ef Make or Model.

Servian-Knox County in Thrift and Home Ownership Since 1888

equally amongst the five candi- , seven years. From the school
fates for the title. The deci faculty were: Principal Boothby.
sion was made at the meeting. In Mrs Ivy Hart and Lewis Levitt
the past, the Kween has received Students participating were: Bruce
the greater portion of the gifts London. Charles Sewall and Richwith the remainder going to the j ard Hanley.
girls of her court.
Sol Sulka of Sulka Jewelers has
Present for the discussion were: donated the trophy which will be
Mrs. Ruth Hoch, who heads the awarded thia year and has ex
merchants committee this year: pressed a willingness to continue
Sam Savitt, who originated the gift J with a gift of a trophy In the years
1 program and who headed lt for 1 ahead.
.

Wiwurna Chapter

A special meeting of Wiwurna
Chapter. OES was held on Jan29 for the purpose of installation
The following officers were in
stalled by DDGM Doris Blaisdell,
assisted by Edna Waning as grand
marshal. Lillian Wallace as grand
chaplain. Lawrence- Day as grand
organist. Worthy Matron. Annette
Brooks; Worthy Patron, Willis H.
Crowell: Associate Matron. Barbara
Pinkham Associate Patron, Joseph
H Butters: Secretary, Rena Crow
ell; Treasurer, Fannie Brooks;
Conductress. Elizabeth Hilton: Asate Conductress, Millicent Vann*h; Chaplain. Lila Lovejoy; Mars'lat Vera Harkins; Organist, Virghiia Winchenbaugh; Adah, Heien Eugley; Ruth. Cynthia Winchenbaugh; Esther. Orianna Hilton; Martha. Evelyn Dalton; Electa,
Marjorie lives: Warder, Esther Poland; Sentinel, Armin Hauck,
There were about 150 guests and
members present, the Worthy Ma
:ron- Mrs. Brooks presented a past
matrons jewel to the past matron
Marjorie Freeman. The Associate
Patron presented the Worthy Pa
tron Willis Crowell with a tie clasp
the Installing officers also received
gifts. There was a musical pro
gram. solos by Damon Hilton ac
companied by Katherine Dow at
the piano. Piano solos by Eeten
Boardman, reading by Mrs. Oilchrest. Piano solo by Gail Glidden.
Refreshments were served and a
social hour enjoyed

OFFERING A COMPLETE TV RECEIVER

ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION

chose the girls who will be candidates for Kween of Kippy Karnival
misses elected by their classmates. Left to right are: Judy Campbell,
Gardi and Jackie Rogers. Elections for Kween will take place next
winner being withheld until the start of the coronation march at the
Photo by Cullen

spending a few weeks in Miami.
Mrs. Brainard Paul will entertain
the Bridge Club. Friday night.
Mrs. Esther Gross was ln Thom
aston Wednesday.
Elroy Gross was a business caller
in Portland Thursday.
John Foster and Roland Genth
ner have been in Ellsworth on busi
ness.

TV Installation and Service Co.

you know it and you will not have missed your saving

f

i i Health Portal I ’
,ji Mil,
I Main I

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Spear
Entertained At Surprise
Birthday Party

Miss Maureen Burns. Miss Helen
Bums, Mrs. Domenic Cuccinello.
Mrs. J. Donald Coughlin of Rock
land and Mrs. John T. Hughes.
Mrs Edward J. Sullivan and Mrs
Harry Melchlng of Oamden were in
Portland Thursday to attend the
quarterly meeting of the Maine
Diocesan Council of Catholic
Women.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge will hold
a regular meeting Tuesday at 7.30
p. m. A 6.30 supper will precede the
meeting. In the afternoon
at 2 the
t
sewing circle will meet to tack a
quilt. All members attend if pos
sible.

| ADMIRAL
CAPEHART

a
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JAMESON & WALLACE
TEL. 156
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... MAINE’S FINEST
AND LARGEST
EWELRY
Presents The NEW DAY’S Jewelry Store Of Tomorrow
(WILL BE READY ON OR ABOUT JULY 1st)
— OUR NEW PORTLAND STORE —

DAVID D. DAVIDSON

SIDNEY A. DAVIDSON

11 >

President, Day’s Jewelry Store

Treasurer, Day’s Jewelry Store
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HERMAN T. DAVIDSON

ARTHUR CHILDS

General Manager

Asst. General Manager

Miller <L Beals, Inc., Architects

here we GROW again!
'A brand neu) building — Three floors in all in this spectacular, bigger and better DAY’S.
entrance, new marquee, new windows — in short, a new look that we know you will love, inside and out.
the Day's Jewelry Store of the near future will be the NEWEST thing in town!

'New block-wide selling floors —

A new

In fact —

North, South, East, West, wherever your eyes may turn

a finer, wider selection of jewelry, and a bigger and better variety of other marvelous values. Yes . . . the new sevenleague selling floors that stretch from one side of our city block to the other will make your shopping quicker and more
convenient — pure pleasure.
We’ve waited for this opportunity for a long time — our chance to give the city of
Portland and you, our wonderful customers, the NEW DAY’S, Maine's Finest and LARGEST Jewelry Store.

'Please pardon our dust, but. .

The Day’s Jewelry Store of TODAY — now in the process of being
remodeled — for better and finer convenience to you — our customers.

UY NOW DURING DAYS’
ALTERATION SALE
Da/s Jewelry Stores Employ Over 150 People
seeoeeeeoaoeeeaooeei
'-At-*X

It's a necessary evil that we all have to endure while our

store is being remodeled. We have tried (and we will continue to try) to keep our alterations from showing — to
keep serving you joyously and smoothly even while we are tearing the building down around your ears and ours.
We re putting our best foot forward, sideways, downward and upward to modernize, polish and fill this building with
the loveliest things in all the world.
We’ll keep you informed of every move we make.

“Owned and Operated by Maine Folks”
BANGOR, ME.

PORTSMOUTH, M. H.

BIDDEFORD, ME

PRESQUE ISLE, MX.

BRUNSWICK, ME

RUMFORD, MB.

BERLIN, N. H.

ROCKLAND, ME.

CARIBOU, ME.

ST.

JOHNSBURY, VT.

LEWISTON, ME.

WATEEVILLX, MS.

HOULTON, ME.

WESTBROOK, MS.

